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MODULE 1: HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIPS
Section 1.1 Introduction and check of contact details
FIRST_PAGE
Hello {#Sample.CMName.Firstname}Welcome to Next Steps!The survey should take around
45 minutes to complete, but may be slightly quicker or longer depending on your
circumstances. Once you have completed the questionnaire we will send you a voucher to
say thank you - you can choose either an Amazon e-voucher, or a Love2Shop gift card,
accepted in a wide range of shops including Argos, New Look, W H Smith and Boots.You can
access the questionnaire on a computer or a tablet, but not a smartphone. This is because
some of the questions do not work on a small screen.You don’t have to complete all the
survey in one go - any progress you make will be automatically saved and you can start
where you left off when you next log in.To get started, simply click the ‘Start the Survey’
button below.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| INTDATE
BDATDQuestionTextInsert
1. Before we start we need to check a few details against our records to make sure we are
surveying the correct person.
BDATPageIntro
{#BDATDQuestionTextInsert}What is your date of birth?{BDATDHELP}
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| BDATD
| Enter day:
BDATDHELPTITLE
Why are you asking for my date of birth?
BDATDHELPQuestionTextInsert
1. We want to make sure that we are interviewing the right person and checking your date
of birth against our records is the most reliable method for us to do so.
2. Collecting your date of birth will enable us to check that we are interviewing the right
person if you take part in the study again in the future.
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BDATDHELP
{#BDATDHELPQuestionTextInsert}
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| BDATM
| Select month:
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| BDATY
| Enter year:
VALBDATPAGEINSERT1
1. In our records we hold a date of birth for you and it is important for us to have this
information confirmed to know we are interviewing the correct person.
VAL_BDATPAGE
You have not entered some of the required information.{#VALBDATPAGEINSERT1}
VAL_BDATPAGE1
{DOB} is an invalid date. Please amend.
VAL_BDATPAGE2
Sorry the date of birth you have entered does not match our records. Please try again. If
you are having problems getting into the survey you can e-mail us at
nextsteps@natcen.ac.uk, call us for free on 0808 1681356 or contact us via the website
www.nextstepsstudy.org.uk.
VAL_BDATPAGE3
You have not entered some of the required information.{#VALBDATPAGEINSERT1}
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| CMSEX8
| Are you…
| 1. Male
| 2. Female
VAL_CMSEX8_1
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Please enter a response. Our records indicate that you are {#Sample.FF_SEX}. It is
important for us to have this information confirmed to help with checking that we are
interviewing the correct person and because some of the questions we would like to ask
are different for men and women.
VAL_CMSEX8_2
You answered {#CMSEX8} but our records indicate the opposite. Press Next if the answer
you have just given is correct or please amend your answer.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NameOK
| We’d next like to check your contact details so that we can keep in touch with you.
|
| Is {#Sample.CMName.Title} {#Sample.CMName.Firstname}
| {#Sample.CMName.Middlename} {#Sample.CMName.Surname} your full name?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF NAMEOK = 2 OR FF_CM_TITLE = EMPTY
| CCCMName
| {#CCCMNameQuestionTextInsert1} {#CCCMNameQuestionTextInsert2}
|
| CCCMNameQuestionTextInsert1
| 1. Please enter your
| 2. Could you tell me your
|
| CCCMNameQuestionTextInsert2
| 1. title
| 2. full name - title, first name, middle name and surname
|
| CCCMT
| Title:
|
| CCCMF
| First name:
|
| CCCMM
| Middle name:
|
| CCCMS
| Surname:
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
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| NOKNOWNAS
| Are you normally known in public by a different name e.g. your middle-name or a
| nickname rather than your first name?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF Noknownas =1
KNOWNASA
By what name are you normally known?
CCAddOK
The address we have on file for you is:
{#FFADD1}{#FFADD2}{#FFADD3}{#FFADD4}{#FFADD5}{#Sample.FF_Add.Postcode}
{#Sample.FF_Add.Country}
Is that correct and complete?
1. Yes
2. No
IF CCADDOK = 2
| CCADD1
| Please could you enter your {#CCADD1QuestionTextInsert}
|
| First line:
|
| CCADD1QuestionTextInsert
| 1. correct address or new address
| 2. current address
|
| CCAdd1Insert
| 1. {#CCAdd1}
|
| VAL_CCAddPage
| Please provide at least the first line of the address and the town.
|
| CCADD2
| Second line:
|
| CCAdd2Insert
| 1. {#CCAdd2}
|
| CCADD3
| Third line:
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|
| CCAdd3Insert
| 1. {#CCAdd3}
|
| CCADD4
| Town:
|
| CCAdd4Insert
| 1. {#CCAdd4}
|
| CCADD5
| County:
|
| CCAdd5Insert
| 1. {#CCAdd5}
|
| CCADDPC
| Post code:
|
| CCADDCO
| Country:
|
| CCCONAD
| Please confirm these address details are now complete and correct:
| {#CCADD1Insert}{#CCADD2insert}{#CCADD3insert}{#CCADD4insert}{#CCADD5insert}
| Postcode:{#CCADDPC}
| 1. Yes - the address is correct
| 2. No - the address is incorrect
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| COUNTRYRES
| Resident country
| 1. Resident in Great Britain
| 2. Not resident in Great Britain
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NATIONRES
| Could you please confirm which country you currently live in?
| 1. England
| 2. Scotland
| 3. Wales
| 4. Northern Ireland
| 5. Outside of UK
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IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| RESIDENC2
| Which of these best describes the accommodation you are living in at the moment?
| 1. A private residence
| 2. Sheltered housing
| 3. A hotel, boarding house, or Bed & Breakfast
| 4. A hostel for homeless, refuge, YMCA, YWCA, etc.
| 5. A barracks, nurses’ hall of residence, or other accommodation provided by your
employer
| 6. A room only at work place
| 7. A prison or remand centre
| 8. A hospital, nursing home or similar institution
| 9. Halls of residence
CCHOMEA
Please enter your home telephone number (if you have one).
Please include standard dialling/area code.
CCMobN
Please enter your mobile number (if you have one)
VAL_Worldwide_Phonenumber
Your answer is not a valid telephone number - your phone number should not have more
than 15 digits.
VAL_UK_Home_Phonenumber
This is not a valid UK phone number
VAL_UK_Mobile_Phonenumber
Your answer is not a valid telephone number. UK mobile numbers start with 07 and are 10
or 11 digits. Please check and amend.
VAL_phonenumber_shortlength
Your answer is shorter than the usual 11 digits. Please press Next if this is correct or amend
your answer.
VAL_phonenumber_all_number
Please only use numbers without any additional characters. For international numbers
please enter 00 at the start instead of +.
VAL_phonenumber_uk_insert
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1. . UK phone numbers start with 0 and are 10 or 11 digits. Please check and amend.
2. - your phone number should not have more than 15 digits.
VAL_phonenumber_uk
Your answer is not a valid telephone number{#VAL_phonenumber_uk_insert}
CCEmmOK
Is your e-mail address: {#Sample.FF_EMAIL}?
1. Yes
2. No
IF CCEmmOK = 2
| CCEmail
| Please enter your {#CCEmailQuestionTextInsert} e-mail address (if you have one).
CCEmailQuestionTextInsert
1. correct
IF CCEmail = Response
| CCEmail2
| To ensure we have your correct e-mail address please could you re-enter your e-mail
| address again.
Val_txt_Email_Error
Please check and amend. E-mail addresses should not contain any spaces and should
contain an @ character and a full stop.
VAL_CCEMAIL2
Please check and amend. The first entry {#CCEMAIL} and second entry {#CCEMAIL2} do
not match.

Section 1.2 Current Relationship
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| EVERMAR
| Whether ever married (Computed)
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| EVERNAM
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| Whether ever gives partner’s name
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NRANY
| We now have some questions about your current relationships.
|
| Are you currently living with anyone as part of a couple?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF NRANY=2
| PART
| Are you currently in a relationship with someone?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF NRANY=1
| NRNAME
| What is the name of the person you are currently living with as a couple?{NRNAMEHELP}
NRNAMEHELPTITLE
Why am I being asked to give names?
NRNAMEHELP
Over the next few questions we would like to ask some questions about important people
in your life. It will be easier for you to answer these questions if you provide names. It is OK
to give a first name or a nickname rather than a full name.
NRNameInsert
1. {#NRNAME}
2. the person you are living with as a couple
NRNameInsert2
1. {#NRNAME}
2. this person
IF NRANY=1
| NRSEX
| What is {#NRNAMEInsert}’s sex?
| 1. Male
| 2. Female
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IF NRANY=1
| NRDOBD
| Enter day:
NRDOBDHELPTITLE
What if I don't know or don't want to answer?
NRDOBDHELP
If you don't know the answer or don't want to give an answer to this question, you can
simply leave the question blank and click Next.
IF NRANY=1
| NRDOBM
| Select month:
IF NRANY=1
| NRDOY
| Enter year:
VAL_NRDOBDMY
{date} is an invalid date. Please amend.
VAL_NRDOBDMY_CURRENT
Date must be in the past. Please amend.
IF NRANY=1 AND (NRDOBM<0 or NRDOY<0)
| NRAGE
| What was {#NRNAMEInsert}’s age last birthday?
|
| If you do not know their exact age, please give your best estimate.
IF NRANY=1
| CRNOWMA
| What is {#NRNAMEInsert}’s relationship to you?
| 1. Spouse
| 2. Civil partner
| 3. Cohabiting partner
QuestionTextInsert_CRNOWMA
1. husband
2. wife
3. partner
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IF NRANY=1
| EHCIntroOP
| The next questions are about key dates in your relationship with {#OPNAMEinsert2}. We
| only want to know the month and year for each date.
| {MDIehc} {EHCIntroOPHELP}{EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP}
EHCIntroOPHELPTITLE
What if I don't know or don't want to answer?
EHCIntroOPHELP
If you do not know the precise month, please give your best estimate. If you really don't
know the answer or don't want to give an answer to this question, you can simply leave the
question blank and click next.
EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELPTITLE
Help with using the calendar
EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP
How do I zoom in and out? When you first see the calendar it will show the whole period
that we want to ask you about. You can use the + (plus) button in the top right-hand corner
to zoom in and see more detail about a shorter time period, and you can use the - (minus)
button to zoom back out to the whole period view. How do I move forward or back in
time in the calendar? You can use the < (left) and > (right) in the top right hand corner to
scroll backwards or forwards in time. How can I change dates already entered? For any
dates entered on the screen you are currently on, it is easiest to change them in the entry
boxes on the screen. You can also change the start or end dates of any period in the
calendar so that you don't have to go back through the questionnaire. First click on the bar
you want to change. Then move the cursor over the start or end point of the bar - you will
see this now displays a little line with arrows. You can now drag the bar to left or right to
the appropriate month.
Watch a brief video showing how the calendar works
IF NRANY=1
| NRLIVEinfo
| When did you start living together with {#NRNAMEInsert2} as a couple?
| If you have lived with {#NRNAMEInsert2} on more than one occasion please enter the
| date you most recently started living together as a couple. If you do not know the precise
| month, please give your best estimate.
|
| NRLIVEBM
| Select month:
|
| NRLIVEBY
| Enter year:
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VAL_NRLIVEBM
The date you started living together cannot be in the future.
EHC_END_NRLIVEBM
End month living together
EHC_END_NRLIVEBY
End year living together
IF CRNOWMA=1 or CRNOWMA=2
| CrWhenMaInfo
| When did you {#CrWhenMaMQuestionTextInsert} {#NRNAMEInsert2}?
| If you do not know the precise month, please give your best estimate.
|
| CrWhenMaMQuestionTextInsert
| 1. get married to
| 2. become civil partners with IF CRNOWMA =1 or CRNOWMA=2
|
| CrWhenMaM
| Select month:
|
| CrWhenMaY
| Enter year:
|
| CRWHENMAY_insert
| 1. got married
| 2. formed your civil partnership
|
| VAL_CRWHENMAY
| The date that you {#CRWHENMAY_insert} is before you started living together. Is this
| correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
IF NRANY=1
| RELSAT1
| On a scale from 1 to 7, where ‘1’ means that you are ‘very unhappy’ and ‘7’ means that you
| are ‘very happy’, how happy is your relationship with {#RelSatNameInsert}, all things
| considered?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below

Section 1.3 Previous relationships
IF FieldSerial <> ''
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| EVERDIV
| Participant ever been divorced (computed)
IF FieldSerial <> ''
| EVERSEP
| Participant ever separated but not divorced (computed)
PREVRELLOOP (Loop until Relpast=2 OR PrevCDatw <=Sep 2006. No maximum number of
loops. DO NOT ENTER LOOP IF NRLIVEBM/NRLIVEBY <= Sep 2006.)
|
| PrevCName
| COMPUTE:
| IF LOOP =1 AND (NRANY=Yes AND NRNAME =RESPONSE) PrevCName={NRName}
| IF LOOP = 1 AND (NRANY = Yes AND NRNAME = EMPTY) PrevCName = ‘the person you
| currently live with’
| ELSE IF Loop>1 AND OPName(Loop -1) = RESPONSE PrevCName= {OPName(Loop -1)}
| ELSE IF Loop>1 AND OPName(Loop -1) = EMPTY PrevCName = ‘the person you last
| mentioned’
|
| PrevCDate
| COMPUTE:
| IF LOOP = 1 AND NRANY=Yes PrevCDate=NRLiveBM NRLiveBY
| ELSE IF Loop>1 PrevCDate = OPLiveBM OPLiveBY(Loop-1)
|
| PrevMDate
| COMPUTE:
| IF CRNOWMA=1 OR 2 PrevMDate= CrWhenMaM CrWhenMaY
| ELSE IF Loop>1 AND OPMS(Loop-1)=1 or 2 PrevMDate = OPWhenMaM(Loop-1)
| OPWhenMaY(Loop-1)
|
| RelPast
| {#RelPastQuestionTextInsert0}Did you live with anyone{#RelpastQuestionTextInsert1}
| as a couple for one month or more between September 2006 and
| {#RelpastQuestionTextInsert2}?{RELPASTHELP}
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
|
| IF RelPast = 1
|| OPname
|| What is the name of the person you lived with as a couple for one month or
|| more{#OPnameQuestionTextInsert}? {#OPnameQuestionTextInsert2}{OPNAME2HELP}
|
| LOOP 1: IF OPname<>'' and lower(OPname)=lower(NRNAME)
| LOOP > 1: IF MULTEPIS_Flag=1
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|| MULTEPIS
|| We have recorded that you have lived with someone of the same name on more than one
|| occasion. Is this the same person or someone different?
|| 1. Same person
|| 2. Someone different
|
| IF RelPast = 1 and MULTEPIS <> 1
|| OPSEX
|| What is {#OPnameinsert}’s sex?
|| 1. Male
|| 2. Female
|
| IF RelPast = 1 and MULTEPIS <> 1
|| OPDOBintro
|| What is {#OPNAMEinsert}’s date of birth?{NRDOBDHELP}
||
|| OPDOBD
|| Enter day:
||
|| OPDOBM
|| Select month:
||
|| OPDOBY
|| Enter year:
||
|| VAL_OPDOB
|| {date} is an invalid date. Please amend.
||
|| VAL_OPDOB_RANGE
|| Date must be in the past. Please amend.
|
| IF any(OPDOB_OPDOBM,-9,-8,-7) or any(OPDOB_OPDOBY,-9,-8,-7)
|| OPAge
|| What was {#OPNAMEinsert}’s age last birthday? If you do not know their exact age,
|| please give your best estimate
|
| IF RelPast = 1
|| OPMS
|| Did you get married to {#QI_OPMS_CivilPart}{#OPNameinsert2}?
|| 1. Yes
|| 2. Yes, got married to
|| 3. Yes, formed a legally recognised civil partnership
|| 4. No
||
|| CRHOWEND
|| Why did you stop living together?
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|| 1. Your relationship ended/you separated
|| 2. Living together was not suitable but your relationship continued
|| 3. Your partner died
|
| IF OPMS = 1,2,3 and CRHOWEND = 1,2
|| CRDIVOR
|| Did you and {#OPNameinsert2} {#CRDIVORQuestionTextInsert}?
|| 1. Yes
|| 2. No
||
|| CRDIVORQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. get divorced
|| 2. legally dissolve your civil partnership
||
|| VAL_CRDIVOR1
|| You have said that you did not get divorced from {#OPnameinsert2}, but that you
|| subsequently got married or formed a legally recognised civil partnership with someone.
|| Please amend
||
|| VAL_CRDIVOR2
|| You have said that you did not legally dissolve your civil partnership with
|| {#OPnameinsert2}, but that you subsequently got married or formed a legally recognised
|| civil partnership with someone. Please amend
||
|| IF CRDIVOR=1
||| CRDIVWHM
||| Select month:
|||
||| CRDIVWHMY
||| Enter year:
|||
||| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_CRDIVWHMY
||| You must have ended this {#\.CRDIVWHMY2_insert} after you started it
|||
||| CRDIVWHMY2_insert
||| 1. marriage
||| 2. civil partnership
|||
||| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_CRDIVWHMY2
||| The date that you ended this {#\.CRDIVWHMY2_insert} was before you stopped living
||| with {#OPNAMEinsert2}. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your
||| answer
|||
||| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_CRDIVWHMY3
||| You must have ended this {#\.CRDIVWHMY2_insert} before you started the next one
|
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| IF RelPast = 1
|| EHCIntroOP
|| The next questions are about key dates in your relationship with {#OPNAMEinsert2}. We
|| only want to know the month and year for each date.
|| {MDIehc} {EHCIntroOPHELP}{EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP}
||
|| OPLIVEB
|| When did this period of living together with {IF OPNAME = Response: {OPName}} {IF
|| OPNAME = EMPTY ‘this person’}as a couple start?
||
|| If you do not know the precise month, please give your best estimate.
||
|| OPLIVEBM
|| 1. January
|| 2. February
|| 3. March
|| 4. April
|| 5. May
|| 6. June
|| 7. July
|| 8. August
|| 9. September
|| 10. October
|| 11. November
|| 12. December
||
|| OPLIVEBY
||
|| OPLIVEE
|| When did this period of living together with {IF OPNAME = Response: {OPName}} {IF
|| OPNAME = EMPTY ‘this person’}end?
||
|| If you do not know the precise month, please give your best estimate.
||
|| OPLIVEEM
|| Select month:
||
|| OPLIVEEY
|| Enter year:
|
| IF range(OPMS = 1,3)
|| OPWhenMa
|| When did you {OPMS=1 OR 2: “get married to”; OPMS=3: “become civil partners with”}
|| {IF OPNAME = Response: {OPName}} {IF OPNAME = EMPTY ‘this person’}?
||
|| If you do not know the precise month, please give your best estimate.
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||
|| OPWhenMaM
|| 1. January
|| 2. February
|| 3. March
|| 4. April
|| 5. May
|| 6. June
|| 7. July
|| 8. August
|| 9. September
|| 10. October
|| 11. November
|| 12. December
||
|| OPWhenMaY
||
|| VAL_OPWHENMA_LT_OPLIVEB
|| The date that you got married to {#OPNameinsert2} is before you started living together.
|| Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
||
|| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_OPLIVEB
|| You can’t enter a date after the date you started living with {#PREVCNAME}
||
|| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_OPLIVEB_FUTURE
|| You can’t enter a date in the future
||
|| VAL_OPWHENMA_GT_OPLIVEE
|| The date that you got married to {#OPNameinsert2} is after you stopped living together.
|| Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
||
|| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_OPLIVEE
|| The date that you stopped living with {#OPnameinsert2} must be after the date that you
|| started living with them
||
|| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_OPLIVEE_PREV
|| The date that you stopped living with {#OPNameinsert2} is after the date that you
|| started living with {#PrevCName}. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend
|| your answer
||
|| VAL_OPLIVEKEY_OPWHENMA
|| The date that you got married to {#OPnameinsert2} is before you started living together.
|| Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
|
PREVRELLOOPEND
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IF CRNOWMA<>1 AND CRNOWMA<>2
| HMS
| What is your current legal marital status?
| 1. Single, that is, never married and never registered in a same-sex civil partnership
| 2. Married
| 3. Separated, but still legally married
| 4. Divorced
| 5. Widowed
| 6. In a registered same-sex civil partnership
| 7. Separated, but still legally in a same-sex civil partnership
| 8. Was formally in a same-sex civil partnership which is now legally dissolved (where Civil
Partnership legally dissolved)
| 9. A surviving partner from a same-sex civil partnership
VAL_HMS_EVERMAR
You said that you are single and never married but earlier you told us about a marriage or
civil partnership. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
VAL_HMS_EVERMAR2
You have not told us about any marriages but you said that your current legal marital
status is married. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
VAL_HMS_EVERMAR3
You have not told us about any civil partnerships but you said that your current legal
marital status is a civil partner in a legally recognised civil partnership. Is this correct? If
correct press Next, or please amend your answer
VAL_HMS_EVERDIV
You have not told us about any divorces but you said that your current legal marital status
is divorced. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
VAL_HMS_EVERDIV2
You have not told us about any civil partnerships that have been legally dissolved but you
said that your current legal marital status is formerly in a civil partnership. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
VAL_HMS_EVERSEP
You have not told us about any separations but you said that your current legal marital
status is ‘legally separated’. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your
answer

Section 1.4 Children
21

AnyChPres
Whether any children live in the household – all or some of the time (computed)
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| MORECH
| Do you have any children?
|
| Please include any adopted children, step-children or foster children of whom you
| consider yourself to be a parent in addition to your own biological children. Please also
| include children who do not currently live with you.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF MORECH=1
| MCHMANY
| How many children do you have?
|
| Please include any adopted children, step-children or foster children of whom you
| consider yourself to be a parent in addition to your own biological children. Please also
| include children who do not currently live with you.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| Preg
| {#PregQuestionTextInsert}
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
PregQuestionTextInsert
1. Are you currently pregnant?
2. Is anyone you have had a sexual relationship with currently pregnant by you?
ChildrenLoop (Each child identified at NCHNAMES. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF LOOP IS
SET BY ANSWER AT MCHMANY)
|
| IF MORECH = 1
|| NCHNAMES
||
|| NCHNAMESQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. name of your child
|| 2. names of your children
||
|| NCHNAMESHELPTITLE
|| Why am I being asked to give names?
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||
|| NCHNAMESHELP
|| Over the next few questions we would like to ask some questions about your children. It
|| will be easier for you to answer these questions if you provide a name for each child. It is
|| OK for you to give a first name or a nickname rather than a full name. If you don’t want to
|| provide names you can simply leave the question blank and click Next.
|
| IF NCHNAMES<>’’
|| NCHSEX
|| What is {NCHNAMES}’s sex?
|| 1. Male
|| 2. Female
||
|| NCHintro
|| What is {#NCHNAMES}’s date of birth?
||
|| NCHDOBD
|| Enter day:
||
|| NCHDOBM
|| Select month:
||
|| NCHDOBY
|| Enter year:
||
|| VAL_NCH
|| {date} is an invalid date. Please amend.
||
|| VAL_NCH_SOFT
|| You said that {#NCHNAMES} was born in {#NCH.NCHDOBY}. Is this correct? If correct
|| press Next, or please amend your answer
||
|| NCHRAGE
|| Can you tell me, what was {NCHNAMES}'s age last birthday?
||
|| NCHREL
|| What is {NCHNAMES}’s relationship to you?
|| 1. My own (biological) child
|| 2. Adopted child
|| 3. Child of current or previous spouse/partner
|| 4. Fostered child
|| 5. Other
||
|| VAL_NCHREL
|| You have entered that {#NCHNAMES} was born in {NCHYOB} which means you were
|| {AGE} years old when they were born? Is this correct? If so please press Next, if not,
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|| please amend your answer.
|
| IF NRANY=1 AND NCHREL=1,2,3,5
|| NCHRELP
|| {Is {NCHNAMES} {NRNAME=RESPONSE: {NRNAME}}{NRNAME = EMPTY: ‘your current
|| partner’}’s own child?}
|| 1. Yes
|| 2. No
|
| IF NCHREL=1 AND (NCHRELP=2 OR NRANY<>1) AND PREVRELLOOP_RelPast=1 AND
| PREVRELLOOP_Opname NE ''
|| PARNAME
|| You have mentioned the following previous partners, are any of these {NCHNAMES}’s
|| biological parent?
||
|| LIST FOR EACH LOOP OF RELPAST; {IF OPName = RESPONSE AND MULTEPIS <> 1:
|| {OPName}}{IF OPName = DK/REF: ‘Your {first, second, third, etc. based on loop no.}
|| cohabiting partner
|| 1. None of these
|
| IF NCHREL=1 AND (NCHRELP = 2 OR NRANY<>1) AND (PARNAME = 1 OR
| PREVRELLOOP_RELPAST<>1)
|| NRELEACH
|| {#NRELEACH}, {#NCHNAMES}'s other biological parent
||
|| NRELEACHHELPTITLE
|| Why am I being asked to give names?
||
|| NRELEACHHELP
|| Over the next few questions we would like to ask some questions about important people
|| in your life. It will be easier for you to answer these questions if you provide names. It is
|| OK to give a first name or a nickname rather than a full name.
|
| IF PARNAME = 11 or NRELEACH NE '' or NRELEACH_Codes NE -1
|| PARintro
|| And what is {#NRELEACHinsert}’s date of birth?{PARHELP}
||
|| PARDOB
|| Enter day:
||
|| PARMOB
|| Select month:
||
|| PARYOB
|| Enter year:
||
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|| VAL_PAR
|| {date} is an invalid date. Please amend.
||
|| PARHELPTITLE
|| What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
||
|| PARHELP
|| If you don’t know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can
|| simply leave the question blank and click next.
|
| IF any(PARYOB,-9,-8,-7)
|| PARAGE
|| What was {IF NRELEACH = RESPONSE: {NRELEACH}}{IF NRELEACH = EMPTY
|| ‘{NCHNAMES}’s other biological parent’}’s age last birthday?
||
|| If you do not know their exact age, please give your best estimate.

|
| IF range(MCHMANY,1,10)
|| NCHPRES

|| {Does {NCHNAMES} live with you?}

||
|| NCHPRESHELPTITLE
|| What counts as living with me?
||
|| NCHPRESHELP
|| Include:
|| - All those who are away from home temporarily (for less than 6 months continuously)
|| e.g. on holiday, in hospital, for work, in prison
|| - Children where custody is shared between you/the child’s other parent
|| - Children under 16 attending boarding school but returning home during school
|| holidays
||
|| Exclude:
|| - All those who are away from home for 6 months or more continuously.
|| - Children in care of local authority, in residential home or with foster parents
|| - Children in long-stay institutions for the handicapped or disabled
|| - Children aged 16 or more attending boarding school
|| - Students living away from home during term-time
|| 1. Yes – all of the time
|| 2. Yes – some of the time (shared custody)
|| 3. No
|
| IF NCHPRES=3
|| NCHEVLV
|| {Has {NCHNAMES} ever lived with you?}
|| 1. Yes
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|| 2. No
|

Section 1.5 Non-resident children
|
| IF NCHPRES=3
|| CHDLIVE

|| Who does {NCHNAMES } live with now?

|| 1. With biological mother/father
|| 2. With step mother/father
|| 3. With adoptive parents
|| 4. With other relatives
|| 5. In local authority care
|| 6. In foster care
|| 7. In a hostel
|| 8. Other
|| 9. Child has died
|
| IF NCHPRES=2 or 3 AND CHDLIVE <> 9
|| ABCHG91
|| How often do you see {NCHNAMES}?
|| 1. Three or more times a week
|| 2. Once or twice a week
|| 3. Once or twice a month
|| 4. Every few months
|| 5. Once or twice a year
|| 6. Less than once a year
|| 7. Never
|

Section 1.6 Non-resident parent
| IF NCHRELP = 2 LOOP AND CHDLIVE<>9
|| COPA
|| {Does {{NCHNAMES} now have any contact with {IF PARNAME <> 1: {PARNAME}; IF
|| (PARNAME = 1 OR RELPAST <> 1) AND NRELEACH = RESPONSE: {NRELEACH}}, their
|| parent who does not live with you?}
|| 1. Yes
|| 2. No
|| 3. Parent has died
|| 4. Parent lives in household
|
| IF Copa = 1
|| SEOF
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|| How often does {NCHNAMES} see {IF PARNAME <> 1: {PARNAME}; IF (PARNAME = 1 OR
|| RELPAST <> 1) AND NRELEACH = RESPONSE: {NRELEACH}; (PARNAME = 1 OR
|| RELPAST <> 1) AND NRELEACH = DK/REF: {‘their parent who does not live with you’}}?
|| 1. Three or more times a week
|| 2. Once or twice a week
|| 3. Once or twice a month
|| 4. Every few months
|| 5. Once or twice a year
|| 6. Less than once a year
|| 7. Never
|
ChildrenLoopEnd

Section 1.7 Childcare
IF {NCHPRES=1 or NCHPRES=2} and {NCHYOB>1999 OR NCHRAGE<16}
| Cintro
| The next section is about childcare that you may use to look after your
| {#CintroQuestionTextInsert1}. We are interested in all the different types of childcare
| that you use. By ‘childcare’ we mean care carried out by anyone other than
| yourself{#CintroQuestionTextInsert2}. Please include all types of childcare that you ever
| use.
|
| Which, if any, of the following types of childcare do you use for
| {#CintroQuestionTextInsert3}:
| 1. A nursery school or nursery class
| 2. A day nursery or crèche
| 3. A playgroup or pre-school
| 4. A childminder
| 5. A baby-sitter who comes to the home
| 6. Your ex-partner/ the child’s non-resident parent
| 7. The child’s grandparent(s)
| 8. Another relative
| 9. A friend or neighbour
| 10. Any other type of childcare
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
CintroQuestionTextInsert1
1. child
2. children aged under 16
CintroQuestionTextInsert2
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1. or your partner
CintroQuestionTextInsert3
1. your child
2. any of your children
IF Cintro_AnyOther=1 and CintroO_Codes = -1
| CintroO
| What other type of childcare do you use?

Section 1.8 Other household members
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NUMPAR
| Number of parents lived with (Computed)
IF any(RESIDENC2,1,2)
| PELS
| {#PELSQuestionTextInsert} there any other adults or children who live with you all of the
| time or some of the time, even if it is only one or two days a week?
| {PELSHELP}
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
PELSQuestionTextInsert
1. Are
2. Other than {NRNAME}, are
PELSNRNAMEInsert
1. your partner
2. {#NRNAME}
PELSHELPTITLE
What counts as living with me?
PELSHELP
Include:
- Children at boarding school or adults studying away from home for less than 6 months
- People living/working away from home for less than 6 months
- Children living in your home some of the time e.g. shared custody/residence
- People who stay overnight for one or two days a week (e.g. partner of parent)
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Exclude:
- People working or studying away from home for 6 months or more
- People living away from home e.g. on holiday or in Hospital for 6 months or more
IF PELS=1
| DOHMANY
| How many other people live with you all or some of the time?
IF PELS=1
PELSLoop (NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF LOOP IS SET BY ANSWER AT DOHMANY)
|
| IF range(DOHMANY,1,10) and DOHNAMES_Codes =-1
|| DOHNAMES
||
|| DOHNAMESHELPTITLE
|| Why am I being asked to give names?
||
|| DOHNAMESHELP
|| Over the next few questions we would like to ask some questions about important people
|| in your life. It will be easier for you to answer these questions if you provide names. It is
|| OK to give a first name or a nickname rather than a full name.
|
| IF range(DOHMANY,1,10)
|| DCHSEX
|| {Is {IF DOHNAMES = RESPONSE {DOHNAMES}; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND DOHMANY
|| = 1: ‘this other person living with you’; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND DOHMANY > 1: ‘the
|| {HHMNoTxt} other person living with you’ etc} male or female?}
|| 1. Male
|| 2. Female
||
|| HHMintro
|| What is {#DOHNAMES}’s date of birth?{HHMDOBHELP}
||
|| HHMDOB
|| Enter day:
||
|| HHMMOB
|| Select month:
||
|| HHMYOB
|| Enter year:
||
|| HHMDOBHELPTITLE
|| What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
||
|| HHMDOBHELP
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|| If you don’t know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can
|| simply leave the question blank and click next.
||
|| VAL_HHM
|| {date} is an invalid date. Please amend.
||
|| VAL_HHM_FUTURE
|| The date of birth you have entered for this person is in the future. Please change the date
|| you have entered.
|
| IF HHMYOB>0 and HHMMOB>0
|| DHHMAGE
|| Computed HHMAge
|
| IF any(HHMYOB,-9,-8,-7)
|| RAGE
|| What was {IF DOHNAMES = RESPONSE {DOHNAMES}; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND
|| DOHMANY = 1: ‘this other person living with you’; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND
|| DOHMANY > 1: ‘the {HHMNoTxt} other person living with you’}'s age last birthday?
|
| IF range(DOHMANY,1,10)
|| RELTOKEY
|| What is {IF DOHNAMES = RESPONSE {DOHNAMES}; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND
|| DOHMANY = 1: ‘this other person living with you’; IF DOHNAMES = EMPTY AND
|| DOHMANY > 1: ‘the {HHMNoTxt} other person living with you’}'s relationship to you?
|| 1. Natural parent
|| 2. Adoptive parent
|| 3. Foster parent
|| 4. Step-parent
|| 5. Parent-in-law
|| 6. Child of current/previous partner
|| 7. Fostered child
|| 8. Full brother/sister
|| 9. Half brother/sister
|| 10. Adopted brother/sister
|| 11. Step brother/sister
|| 12. Foster brother/sister
|| 13. Brother/sister-in-law
|| 14. Grandparent
|| 15. Other blood relative
|| 16. Other in-law
|| 17. Friend/Unrelated sharer
|| 18. Landlord
|| 19. Lodger
|| 20. Employer
|| 21. Nanny, Au pair etc…
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|| 22. Child of non-relative adult living in the household
|| 23. Other
|
| RELCHK1
| You have recorded that that [HH member’s name] is your [RELTOKEY] is aged {IF
| HHMMOB AND HHMYOB = RESPONSE: {DHHMAge}; IF RAGE= RESPONSE: {RAGE}. This
| cannot be correct.
| Which of the details were entered incorrectly?
| 1. I entered their date of birth/ age incorrectly (RE-ASK HHMDOB AND RAGE)
| 2. I entered their relationship to me incorrectly (RE-ASK RELTOKEY)
| 3. I think all details are correct/ I’m not sure which details need correcting
|
| RELCHK2
| You have recorded that your [RELTOKEY] is aged {IF HHMMOB AND HHMYOB =
| RESPONSE: {DHHMAge}; IF RAGE= RESPONSE: {RAGE}}. However this is younger than
| you so that cannot be correct. Which of the details were entered incorrectly?
| 1. I entered their date of birth/ age incorrectly (RE-ASK HHMDOB AND RAGE)
| 2. I entered their relationship to me incorrectly (RE-ASK RELTOKEY)
| 3. I think all details are correct/ I’m not sure which details need correcting
|

PELSLoopEnd
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MODULE 2: HOUSING
Section 2.1 Current Housing
MOVINMinfo
When did you move in to your current address? If you don’t know the precise month please
give your best
estimate.{#ehcDateInstruction:B}{MOVINMINFOHELP}{EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP}
MOVINMINFOHELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
MOVINMINFOHELP
If you don’t know the precise month please give your best estimate. If you really don’t
know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can simply leave the
question blank and click next.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| MOVINM
| Select month:
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| MOVINY2
| Enter year:
VAL_MOVINM
The date you moved into your current address cannot be in the future
EHC_END_MOVINM
End month move in
EHC_END_MOVINY2
End year move in
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| ACCOM
| Which of the following best describes your current accommodation? {ACCOMHELP}
| 1. A house or bungalow
| 2. A flat or maisonette
| 3. A studio flat
| 4. A room/rooms or a bedsit
| 5. Something else
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ACCOMHELPTITLE
What if I am living with my parents?
ACCOMHELP
If you are currently living with your parents, please choose the option that best describes
their property.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NUMROOMS
| How many rooms are there in your home, not counting kitchens, bathrooms, toilets, halls
and garages?
Please do not include conservatories unless they are used as a living room all year round.
Please enter the number in box below.
VAL_NUMROOMS
You have answered that there are {#NUMROOMS} rooms in your home, not counting
kitchens, bathrooms, toilets, halls and garages. Is this correct? Press next if this is correct,
or please amend your answer
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| TENURE
| Do you own or rent your home or have some other arrangement?
| {TENUREHELP}
| 1. Own - outright
| 2. Own - buying with help of a mortgage or loan
| 3. Pay part rent and part mortgage (shared or equity ownership)
| 4. Rent (includes all those who are on Housing Benefit or Local Housing Allowance)
| 5. Live rent-free, including rent-free in relative’s or friend’s property (exclude squatting)
| 6. Squatting
| 7. Other arrangement including paying board to parents
TENUREHELPTITLE
What if I live with my parents in their home?
TENUREHELP
If you have a formal rental agreement with your parents please record that you Rent. If you
do not pay anything to your parents please record that you Live rent-free If you have an
informal arrangement where you pay board to your parents please record that you have an
Other arrangement
IF any(tenure,3,4)
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| RENTFROM
| Who do you rent your home from?
| 1. A Local Authority
| 2. A Housing Association
| 3. A private landlord
| 4. A parent
| 5. Someone else
IF range(tenure,1,4)
| WHOTEN
| Whose name is your accommodation held in?
| 1. Your name only
| 2. {#QI_WhoTen_YouPartner}
| 3. {#QI_WhoTen_Partner}
| 4. Yours & someone else’s name
| 5. Someone else’s name (including parents)
WhoTenQuestionTextInsert
1. your
2. you and your husband’s
3. you and your wife’s
4. you and your partner’s
IF any(tenure,3,4)
| RENT
| How much was {#RENTQuestionTextInsert} last rent payment, including any services or
| water charges but after any rebates?
|
| You can give a weekly amount, a monthly amount or an amount covering another period.
|
| Please enter the amount to the nearest Pound.
|
| IF 100% REBATE CODE 0
RENTQuestionTextInsert
1. your
2. you and your husband’s
3. you and your wife’s
4. you and your partner’s
VAL_RENT
You have answered that your last rent payment was #{#RENT} for {period}. Is this correct?
Press next if this is correct, or please amend your answer
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IF any(tenure,3,4)
| REPE
| Please select the period covered by last rent payment.
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. Other period – please specify
IF rent>=0 and repe>0
| RENT_DV
| COMPUTE ANNUAL RENT FROM RENT, REPE, REPOTH
IF rent <0 and (repe=1 or REPOTH=1)
| REP1
| Was {#REPQuestionTextInsert} rent more than #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REPQuestionTextInsert
1. your
2. you and your husband’s
3. you and your wife’s
4. you and your partner’s
REP1AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 75
2. 100
3. 150
4. 200
REP1_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REP1_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REP1_Start
First amount asked about
REP1_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
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IF rent <0 and REPOTH=2
| REP2
| Was {#REPQuestionTextInsert} rent more than #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REP2AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 150
2. 200
3. 300
4. 400
REP2_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REP2_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REP2_Start
First amount asked about
REP2_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF rent <0 and (repe=2 or any(REPOTH,4,5))
| REP3
| Was {#REPQuestionTextInsert} rent more than #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REP3AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 300
2. 400
3. 600
4. 900
REP3_Max
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COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REP3_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REP3_Start
First amount asked about
REP3_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF rent <0 and any(REPOTH,12,14)
| REP4
| Was {#REPQuestionTextInsert} rent more than #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REP4AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 4000
2. 5000
3. 7000
4. 10000
REP4_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REP4_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REP4_Start
First amount asked about
REP4_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF (rent>=0 and any(repe,-8,-9)) or (any(rent,-8,-9) and any(repe,-8,-9)) or any(REPOTH,-8,9,15) or (rent_DV<0 and any(REPOTH,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13))
| REP5
| Was {#REPQuestionTextInsert} rent more than #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per
| month, less than #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month or about
| #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month?
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| 1. More than #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month
| 2. About #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month
| 3. Less than #{#REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month
REP5AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 300
2. 400
3. 600
4. 900
REP5_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REP5_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REP5_Start
First amount asked about
REP5_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF (rent>0 and any(repe,1,2)) or (range(REPOTH,1,14)) or (rep1<>-1 or rep2<>-1 or rep3<>-1
or rep4<>-1 or rep5<>-1 )
| REHB
| Was any Housing Benefit or Universal Credit deducted from the last rent payment?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF rehb=1
| REGR
| What would the last rent payment have been if Housing Benefit or Universal Credit had
| not been deducted from it?
|
| Please enter the amount to the nearest Pound.
VAL_REGR
You have answered that the last rent payment would have been #{#REGR} if Housing
Benefit or Universal Credit had not been deducted from it. This is less than your last rent
payment of #{#RENT}? Please amend your answer.
VAL_REGR2
You have answered that the last rent payment would have been #{#REGR} if Housing
Benefit or Universal Credit had not been deducted from it, is this correct? Press next if this
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is correct, or please amend your answer
IF RENT_DV>=0 and REGR>=0
| REGR_DV
| COMPUTE ANNUAL RENT BEFORE DEDUCTIONS FROM REGR, REPE, and REPOTH
IF any(regr,-8,-9) and (repe=1 or REPOTH=1)
| REG1
| Would it have been more than #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REG1AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 75
2. 100
3. 150
4. 200
REG1_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REG1_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REG1_Start
First amount asked about
REG1_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF any(regr,-8,-9) and (REPOTH=2)
| REG2
| Would it have been more than #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REG2AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 150
2. 200
3. 300
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4. 400
REG2_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REG2_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REG2_Start
First amount asked about
REG2_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF any(regr,-8,-9) and (repe=2 or any(REPOTH,4,5))
| REG3
| Would it have been more than #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REG3AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 300
2. 400
3. 600
4. 900
REG3_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REG3_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REG3_Start
First amount asked about
REG3_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF any(regr,-8,-9) and any(REPOTH,12,14)
| REG4
| Would it have been more than #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
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| 1. More than #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REG4AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 4000
2. 5000
3. 7000
4. 10000
REG4_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REG4_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REG4_Start
First amount asked about
REG4_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF any(regr,-8,-9) and any(repe,-8,-9)
| REG5
| Would it have been more than #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month, less than
| #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month or about
| #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert} per month?
| 1. More than #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert}
REG5AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 300
2. 400
3. 600
4. 900
REG5_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REG5_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REG5_Start
First amount asked about
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REG5_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.
IF any(TENURE,2,3)
| MMOP
| How much was {#MMOPQuestionTextInsert} last total monthly instalment on all
mortgages or loans for this property?
Please enter the amount to the nearest Pound. If you don’t know the precise amount please
give an estimate.
VAL_MMOP
You have answered that your last total monthly instalment on all mortgages or loans for
this property was #{#MMOP}. Is this correct? Press next if this is correct, or please amend
your answer
MMOPQuestionTextInsert
1. your
2. you and your husband’s
3. you and your wife’s
4. you and your partner’s
IF any(MMOP,-8,-9)
| MOGP
| Was it more than #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| per month?
| 1. More than #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
MOGPAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 450
2. 600
3. 800
4. 1300
MOGP_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
MOGP_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
MOGP_Start
First amount asked about
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MOGP_Close
Amount at which respondent answered close to.

Section 2.2 Housing Previous
IF RELTOKEY=1-5
| WHYPAR
| You told us earlier that you live in the same household as your {parents}.
| What is the main reason why this is currently the case?
| 1. You would like to move into your own home but you cannot afford to
| 2. You do not wish to move into own home at the moment.
| 3. Your parent(s) require(s) care
| 4. You require care
| 5. Another reason (please describe)
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| PARMA
| How old were you when you first moved out of your parents’ home for at least a month?
| Please include going to University and living away from your parents’ home during term| time as moving out of your parents’ home.
IF range(PARMA,0,27)
| PARLO
| Since you were 16, how many years have you spent living away from your parents’ home?
| Please include going to University and living away from your parents’ home during term| time as time spent living away from your parents’ home.
| 1. Less than 1 year
| 2. 1-2 years
| 3. 3-5 years
| 4. 6-9 years
| 5. 10 years or more
VAL_PARLO
You said that you first moved out of your parents’ home when you were {#PARMA} but that
you have spent {#PARLO} living away from your parents’ home. Is this correct? If correct
press Next, or please amend your answer
IF range(PARMA,0,27)
| PARSA
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| How many different addresses, other than your parents’ home, have you lived in since you
| were 16?
VAL_PARSA
You said that you have lived in {#PARSA} addresses other than your parents’ home since
you were 16. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
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MODULE 3: ACTIVITIES AND EMPLOYMENT
Section 3.1 Current Activity
EVEREMP
COMPUTE: EVEREMP = 0
Ever been employed (Computed)
EVEREMP2
COMPUTE: EVEREMP2 = 0
Ever been employed, excluding self-employed (Computed)
EVERUNI
COMPUTE: EVERUNI = 0
Ever been to university (Computed)
EVERCOL
COMPUTE: EVERCOL = 0
Ever been to college (Computed)
Activity8
We would like to get a few details about what you are doing at the moment. Which of the
following describes what you are currently doing?
Please select all that apply.
1. Employee - in paid work
2. Self employed
3. In unpaid/voluntary work
4. Unemployed
5. Education: School/college/university
6. Apprenticeship
7. On a government scheme for employment training
8. Sick or disabled
9. Looking after home or family
10. Something else
IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE AT Activity8
| Activity8b
| Which of the following describes what you spend most time doing?
| 1. Employee - in paid work
| 2. Self employed
| 3. In unpaid/voluntary work
| 4. Unemployed
| 5. Education: School/college/university
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| 6. Apprenticeship
| 7. On a government scheme for employment training
| 8. Sick or disabled
| 9. Looking after home or family
| 10. Something else
IF activity8b=10 and Activity8c_Codes = -1
| Activity8c
| What are you currently doing?
| Please enter your answer in the box below
IF any(1, Activity801,Activity802, Activity803,Activity806)
| Wrkhrs8a
| Are you in full-time or part-time employment?
| 1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
| 2. Part-time (under 30 hours)
IF Activity805=1
| Studyhrs8
| Are you studying full-time or part-time?
| 1. Full-time
| 2. Part-time
IF Activity805=1
| Usual8
| Where are you studying?
| 1. School
| 2. College
| 3. University
| 4. Other
IF Activity808=1
| Sickhrs8
| Are you temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick or disabled?
| 1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
| 2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)
Dactivity8
DummyActivity8
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1. Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week)
2. Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week)
3. Full-time self-employed
4. Part-time self-employed
5. Unemployed and seeking work
6. Full-time education
7. Part-time education
8. On a government scheme for employment and training
9. Temporarily sick/disabled
10. Long term sick/disabled
11. In unpaid/voluntary work
12. Apprenticeship
13. Looking after home or family
14. Other
Dactivitytxt
DummyActivitytxt
1. full-time paid employment with your current employer
2. part-time paid employment with your current employer
3. full-time self-employment in your current business
4. part-time self-employment in your current business
5. unemployment
6. full-time education at school
7. full-time education at college
8. full-time education at university
9. full-time education
10. part-time education at school
11. part-time education at college
12. part-time education at university
13. part-time education
14. employment and training through a Government scheme
15. being temporarily sick or disabled
16. being long term sick or disabled
17. unpaid/voluntary work
18. your apprenticeship
19. looking after your home or family
20. activity
Dactivitytxt2
DummyActivitytxt2
1. in full-time paid employment
2. in part-time paid employment
3. in full-time self-employment
4. in part-time self-employment
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5. unemployed and seeking work
6. in full-time education
7. in part-time education
8. on a government training scheme for employment and training
9. temporarily sick or disabled
10. long term sick or disabled
11. in unpaid/voluntary work
12. doing an apprenticeship
13. looking after your home or family
DactivityEHCtxt
DummyActivityEHCtxt
1. Paid employment (full time)
2. Paid employment (part time)
3. Self-employment (full-time)
4. Self-employment (part-time)
5. Unemployed
6. School (full-time)
7. College (full-time)
8. University (full-time)
9. Education(full-time)
10. School (part-time)
11. College (part-time)
12. University (part-time)
13. Education (part-time)
14. Government scheme
15. Sick/disabled (temporary)
16. Sick/disabled (permanent)
17. Unpaid/voluntary work
18. Apprentice
19. Looking after home/family
20. Activity
Start8intro
When did this period of {#Dactivitytxt} start? Please give the month and the year.
If you don’t know the precise month please give your best estimate.
{#ehcDateInstruction:B}{Start81HELP}{Start82HELP}{EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP}
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (Activity8b=4) or (Activity8b=5 and
any(studyhrs8, 1,2)) or (Activity8b=7) or (Activity8b=8 and any(sickhrs8, 1, 2)) or
(any(Activity8b, 3, 6, 9, 10))
| Start8Month
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| Please select month:
VAL_START8Month
The date you started this period of {#Dactivitytxt} cannot be in the future
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (Activity8b=4) or (Activity8b=5 and
any(studyhrs8, 1,2)) or (Activity8b=7) or (Activity8b=8 and any(sickhrs8, 1, 2)) or
(any(Activity8b, 3, 6, 9, 10))
| Start8Year
| Please enter year:
Start81HELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
Start81HELP
If you don’t know the precise month please give your best estimate. If you really don’t
know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can simply leave the
question blank and click next.
Start82HELPTITLE
What if I am self-employed and have had a number of businesses?
Start82HELP
If you are self-employed and you have changed the type of work you do in this period of
self-employment, please record the date when you started doing the type of work you are
currently doing.

Section 3.2 Current Employment
Jobintro
We are now going to ask you some questions about your current job. If you have more than
one job, please think about your main job when answering these questions.
IF ((any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))) and
Jtitle8_Codes = -1
| Jtitle8
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| What is {#Jtitle8QuestionTextInsert}?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
Jtitle8QuestionTextInsert
1. your current job title
2. the title of the job you are being trained to do
IF ((any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))) and
Jobdo8_LU_Codes = -1
| Jobdo8_LU
| Please enter key words which describe what you mainly do in
{#Jobdo8QuestionTextInsert} into the box below and then select the most appropriate
option.
Using extra words or parts of words will narrow the selection. If you cannot find an
appropriate option please code ‘Job not in list’.{#androidInfoTextInsert}
androidInfoTextInsert
1.
If you are completing this survey on an android tablet, please answer this question in
portrait mode.
Jobdo8
Please describe in your own words what you mainly do in {#Jobdo8QuestionTextInsert}.
Please enter your answer in the box below. Please describe in detail (for example job title
and the type of work).
Jobdo8QuestionTextInsert
1. your job
2. the job you are being trained to do
VAL_Jobdo8
Please ensure you have fully described what you mainly do in
{#Jobdo8QuestionTextInsert}
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Jobdo8_SocCode
| This is your soc code
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IF ((any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))) and Make_Codes
= -1
| Make
| What does {#MakeQuestionTextInsert} mainly make or do?
| Please enter your answer in the box below. Please describe in detail (for example
| manufacturing, processing or distribution, goods produced, materials used, wholesale or
| retail).
MakeQuestionTextInsert
1. your firm or organisation
2. the firm or organisation you work for
3. the firm or organisation where you are being trained
VAL_Make
Please ensure you have fully described what {#MakeQuestionTextInsert} mainly makes or
does
IF Make NE ’’ AND Make_LU_Codes = -1
| Make_LU
| Please choose an option below which describes the type of industry of
{#MakeLUQuestionTextInsert} (by this we mean what the organisation makes or does).
To help select an appropriate option, please enter key words or part of words into the box
below which will narrow down the selection.
MakeLUQuestionTextInsert
1. your firm or organisation
2. the firm or organisation you work for
3. the firm or organisation where you are being trained
IF Make_LU NE ’’
| Make_SicCode
| This is your sic code
IF (Activity8b = 1 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Orgtp
| Which type of organisation do you work for in your main job?
| 1. Private firm or company or PLC
| 2. Central government or civil service
| 3. Local government or council (including police, fire services and local authority
controlled schools or colleges)
| 4. University or other grant funded education establishment (include ‘opted-out’ schools)
| 5. Health authority or NHS Trust
| 6. Charity, voluntary organisation or trust
| 7. Armed forces
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| 8. Some other kind of organisation
IF (Activity8b = 1 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Manage
| In your job do you have formal responsibility for supervising the work of other
| employees?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF (Activity8b = 1 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Emp8
| How many people work for your employer at the place where you work?
| 1. 1-24
| 2. 25-499
| 3. 500 or more
IF Activity8b = 2 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)
| EMJT
| Which of the following apply to you?
|
| Please select all that apply. You can choose up to four answers.
| 1. Paid a salary or wage by an agency
| 2. A sole director of your own limited company
| 3. Running a business or professional practice
| 4. A partner in a business or professional practice
| 5. Working for yourself
| 6. A sub-contractor
| 7. Doing freelance work
| 8. Doing an unpaid apprenticeship
| 9. None of these
IF Activity8b = 2 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)
| CJSEEMPS
| In your main job, do you work on your own or do you have employees?
| 1. On own (or with partner/s) but no employees
| 2. With employees
IF CJSEEMPS=2
| CJSENEMP
| How many people do you employ at the place where you work?
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| 1. 1-24
| 2. 25-499
| 3. 500 or more
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Qual8
| Does this job require any special qualifications or training?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF Qual8=1 and Qualb8_Codes = -1
| Qualb8
| What special qualifications or training are required?
Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Overt8
| Do you ever do any work which you would regard as paid or unpaid overtime?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Wrkhrs8
| In your main job how many hours per week do you usually work, not including meal
| breaks but including overtime?
|{Wrkhrs81HELP}{Wrkhrs82HELP}{Wrkhrs83HELP}{Wrkhrs84HELP}{Wrkhrs85HELP}{
| Wrkhrs86HELP}
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
Wrkhrs81HELPTITLE
What if my work pattern is not based on a week?
Wrkhrs81HELP
Please record the weekly average over the last four weeks.
Wrkhrs82HELPTITLE
What if I have been off sick for a long period?
Wrkhrs82HELP
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If you have been off sick for a long period, please enter the usual hours worked before you
were sick.
Wrkhrs83HELPTITLE
What if I have recently started a new job?
Wrkhrs83HELP
Please record the usual hours you expect to do.
Wrkhrs84HELPTITLE
What if I am an apprentice or doing training?
Wrkhrs84HELP
Please exclude any time spent in school or other special training centres outside your
workplace.
Wrkhrs85HELPTITLE
What if I work ‘on-call’?
Wrkhrs85HELP
Please record the weekly average over the last four weeks. Please only include those hours
where you were actually called out and worked and not the total hours you were on call.
Wrkhrs86HELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
Wrkhrs86HELP
If you don’t know the precise answer please give your best estimate. If you really don’t
know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can simply leave the
answer blank and click next.
VAL_WrkHrs8
You have answered that you work an average of {#WrkHrs8} hours per week in your main
job. Is this correct? Press next if this is correct, or please amend your answer
VAL_WrkHrs8FullTime
You said that you are in full-time employment but work less than 30 hours per week. Press
next if this is correct, or please amend your answer
VAL_WrkHrs8PartTime
You said you are in part-time employment but work more than 30 hours per week. Press
next if this is correct, or please amend your answer
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| FLEXSHIFT
| Does your main job involve shift work?
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| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2))
| ZEROH
| In your main job, do you have a zero hours contract?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF (Activity8b = 1 and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Perm8
| Leaving aside your own personal intentions and circumstances, is your job a permanent
| job or is there some way in which it is not permanent?
| 1. Permanent
| 2. Not permanent in some way
IF perm8=2
| Noperm8
| In what way is your job not permanent?
| 1. Working for an employment agency
| 2. Casual type of work
| 3. Seasonal work
| 4. Done under contract for a fixed period or for a fixed task
| 5. An internship
| 6. Some other way that it is not permanent

Section 3.3 Second job
IF (any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6))
| Rein
| We have collected details about your main job. Do you have a second job?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF Rein=1
| Hosj
| In your second job how many hours per week do you usually work, not including meal
| breaks but including overtime?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
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|
| Hours:
VAL_Hosj
You have answered that you work an average of {#Hosj} hours per week in your second
job. Is this correct? Press next if this is correct, or please amend your answer

Section 3.4 Prospective Employment
IF Activity8b=4
| UNEMPY8
| Thinking about your current period of unemployment, how did you come to be
| unemployed?
| 1. You had a fixed term or temporary job that ended
| 2. You were made redundant
| 3. You were dismissed from a job
| 4. You left because you were pregnant
| 5. You left the job for health reasons
| 6. You left work to care for family members
| 7. The firm closed down or business failed
| 8. You just decided to leave
| 9. You have never worked
| 10. For some other reason
IF UNEMPY8=10 and UNEMPOY8_Codes = -1
| UNEMPOY8
| For which other reason did you come to be unemployed?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF Activity801=0 and Activity802=0
| LOOKJOB8
| Are you currently looking for paid work?
| 1. Yes - full-time work (30 hours or more a week)
| 2. Yes - part-time work (under 30 hours a week)
| 3. Yes - either full or part time work
| 4. No - not looking for work
IF any(lookjob8,1,2,3)
| AdviceB
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| Are you using any of the following in your search for employment?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer
| 1. Job Centre
| 2. University or college (e.g. Careers Service, lecturer, website)
| 3. Media (e.g. newspaper/magazine/advertisement)
| 4. Employer’s website
| 5. Recruitment agency or website
| 6. Personal contacts, including family and friends
| 7. Professional networking
| 8. Speculative applications
| 9. Previous employers (including on an internship)
| 10. Other
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF LOOKJOB8 = 4 AND ((any(Activity8b, 1, 2) and any(wrkhrs8a, 1, 2)) or (Activity8b=4) or
(Activity8b=5 and any(studyhrs8, 1,2)) or (Activity8b=7) or (Activity8b=8 and sickhrs8 = 1)
or (any(Activity8b, 3, 6, 9, 10)))
| RNOT
| There are many reasons why people may choose not to look for work. What is the main
| reason that you are not looking for work?
| 1. I don’t have any relevant qualifications
| 2. I don’t have any work experience
| 3. There aren’t any jobs available that I am prepared to do
| 4. I don’t know how to look for work
| 5. Travelling to work would be difficult for me
| 6. There are no jobs with the right hours for me
| 7. I am in full-time education
| 8. I am on a training course
| 9. My family would lose benefits if I was earning
| 10. I am caring for an elderly or ill relative or friend
| 11. I cannot work because of a health condition or disability
| 12. I prefer not to work
| 13. I prefer to be at home with the family rather than working
| 14. I prefer to look after my children myself
| 15. I cannot earn enough to pay for childcare
| 16. I cannot find suitable childcare
| 17. My child has a health condition or disability
| 18. I have a new baby
QI_RNot_CardLetter
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1. 12
2. 13
3. 14
4. 15
IF LOOKJOB8 = 4
| LIKEJOB
| Although you are not looking for work, would you like to have a regular paid job, even if
| only for a few hours a week?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| ImpJob
| How much do you agree or disagree that having a job or career in the future is important
| to you?
| 1. Strongly agree
| 2. Agree
| 3. Disagree
| 4. Strongly disagree

Section 3.5 Activity History
EVERPREVEMP
COMPUTE: EVERPREVEMP = 0
Ever been employed before current activity (Computed)
EVERPREVEMP2
COMPUTE: EVERPREVEMP2 = 0
Ever been employed before current activity, excluding self-employed (Computed)
LastEmpAct
COMPUTE: LastEmpAct = 0.
Last employment activity (Computed)
LastEmpDat
COMPUTE: LastEmpDat = 0.
Last employment start date (Computed)
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IF FF_INTDATE>September 2006 AND START8>FF_INTDATE OR IF FF_INTDATE<September
2006 AND START8>September 2006
Hist8loop (LOOP UNTIL WE GET AN ACTIVITY DATE PRIOR TO {DATE OF LAST
INTERVIEW IF FF_INTDATE>September 2006} OR {SEPTEMBER 2006 IF
FF_INTDATE<September 2006})
|
| Hist8
| {#QI_Hist8_Intro}{#Hist8QuestionTextInsert}.
|
| What were you doing immediately before this?
|
| Please include anything you were doing for at least four weeks.
|
| If you were doing more than one activity, please choose the activity that you spent the
| most time doing.{HIST8HELP}
| 1. Employee - in paid work
| 2. Self employed
| 3. In unpaid/voluntary work
| 4. Unemployed
| 5. Education: School/college/university
| 6. Apprenticeship
| 7. On a government scheme for employment training
| 8. Sick or disabled
| 9. Looking after home or family
| 10. Something else
|
| QI_Hist8_Intro
| 1. You have told us about what you are currently doing. Now we would like to gather a few
| details about the jobs and other things you may have been doing since {#\.QI_Hist8_Date}.
|
| Hist8QuestionTextInsert
| 1. You said that you started your current period of {#\.DactivitytxtP} in {Start8}
| 2. You said that you started your previous period of {#\.DactivitytxtP} in {HiststP}
|
| HIST8HELP
| If you were working while on your gap year or travelling then please select employee,
| self-employed or unpaid/voluntary work as appropriate. If you were not working then
| please select ‘Something else’.
|
| HIST8HELPTITLE
| What if I was having a gap year or travelling?
|
| Hist8Loopcount
|
| Hist8
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| 1. Employee - in paid work
| 2. Self employed
| 3. In unpaid/voluntary work
| 4. Unemployed
| 5. Education: School/college/university
| 6. Apprenticeship
| 7. On a government scheme for employment training
| 8. Sick or disabled
| 9. Looking after home or family
| 10. Something else
|
| QI_Hist8_Date
| 1. {#FFIntDateInsert}
| 2. September 2006
|
| Hist8=1, 2, 3, 6
|| WorkhrsP
|| Was this full-time or part-time employment?
|| 1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
|| 2. Part-time (under 30 hours)
|
| Hist8=5
|| StudyhrsP
|| Were you studying full-time or part-time?
|| 1. Full-time
|| 2. Part-time
||
|| UsualP
|| Where were you studying?
|| 1. School
|| 2. College
|| 3. University
|| 4. Other
|
| Hist8=8
|| SickhrsP
|| Were you temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick or disabled?
|| 1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
|| 2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)
|
| DactivityP8
| DummyActivityP8
| 1. Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week)
| 2. Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week)
| 3. Full-time self-employed
| 4. Part-time self-employed
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| 5. Unemployed and seeking work
| 6. Full-time education
| 7. Part-time education
| 8. On a government scheme for employment and training
| 9. Temporarily sick/disabled
| 10. Long term sick/disabled
| 11. In unpaid/voluntary work
| 12. Apprenticeship
| 13. Looking after home or family
| 14. Other
|
| DactivitytxtP
| Current activity (derived)
| 1. full-time paid employment with this employer
| 2. part-time paid employment with this employer
| 3. full-time self-employment
| 4. part-time self-employment
| 5. unemployment
| 6. full-time education at school
| 7. full-time education at college
| 8. full-time education at university
| 9. full-time education
| 10. part-time education at school
| 11. part-time education at college
| 12. part-time education at university
| 13. part-time education
| 14. employment and training through a Government scheme
| 15. being temporarily sick or disabled
| 16. being long term sick or disabled
| 17. unpaid/voluntary work
| 18. your apprenticeship
| 19. looking after your home or family
| 20. Activity
|
| CHECK8ActivityQTInsert
| 1. {#DactivitytxtP2}
| 2. {#Dactivitytxt2}
|
| DactivitytxtP2
| DummyActivitytxt2
| 1. in full-time paid employment
| 2. in part-time paid employment
| 3. in full-time self-employment
| 4. in part-time self-employment
| 5. unemployed and seeking work
| 6. in full-time education
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| 7. in part-time education
| 8. on a government training scheme for employment and training
| 9. temporarily sick or disabled
| 10. long term sick or disabled
| 11. in unpaid/voluntary work
| 12. doing an apprenticeship
| 13. looking after your home or family
|
| DactivityPEHCtxt
| DummyActivityEHCtxt
| 1. Paid employment (full time)
| 2. Paid employment (part time)
| 3. Self-employment (full-time)
| 4. Self-employment (part-time)
| 5. Unemployed
| 6. School (full-time)
| 7. College (full-time)
| 8. University (full-time)
| 9. Education(full-time)
| 10. School (part-time)
| 11. College (part-time)
| 12. University (part-time)
| 13. Education (part-time)
| 14. Government scheme
| 15. Sick/disabled (temporary)
| 16. Sick/disabled (permanent)
| 17. Unpaid/voluntary work
| 18. Apprentice
| 19. Looking after home/family
| 20. Activity
|
| Hist8<>-1
|| HiststP
|| When did this period of {DACTIVITYTXTP} start?
||
|| Please give the month and the year.
||
|| PrevActivityMonth
|| Previous economic activity
||
|| PrevActivityYear
||
|| HiststP1HELPTITLE
|| What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
||
|| HiststP1HELP
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|| If you don’t know the precise month please give your best estimate. If you really don’t
|| know the answer or don’t want to give an answer to this question, you can simply leave
|| the question blank and click next.
||
|| HiststP2HELPTITLE
|| What if I am self-employed and have had a number of business?
||
|| HiststP2HELP
|| If you are or have been self-employed and you have changed the type of work you have
|| done while self-employed, please record the date when you started a particular type of
|| work such as ‘an electrician’ or ‘plumber’.
||
|| VAL_HISTST_Future
|| The date you started this period of {#DactivitytxtP} cannot be in the future
||
|| HISTST_CurrentNextInsert
|| 1. current
|| 2. next
||
|| VAL_HISTST_Next
|| The date you started this period of {#DactivitytxtP} cannot be after you started your
|| {#HISTST_CurrentNextInsert} activity
|
| DFFactivitytxt
| DummyFFActivitytxt
| 1. in full-time paid employment
| 2. in part-time paid employment
| 3. in full-time self-employment
| 4. in part-time self-employment
| 5. unemployed and seeking work
| 6. in full-time education
| 7. in part-time education
| 8. on a government training scheme for employment and training
| 9. temporarily sick or disabled
| 10. long term sick or disabled
| 11. in unpaid/voluntary work
| 12. doing an apprenticeship
| 13. looking after your home or family
|
Hist8loopend
CHECK8
At the last survey in {#FFIntDateInsert} we recorded that you were {#DFFActivitytxt}.
This time we have recorded that in {#FFIntDateInsert} you were
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{#Check8activityQTinsert}. Which of the following best describes what you were doing in
{#FFIntdateInsert}, when you were last interviewed?
1. {#FFActivitytxt}
2. {#Check8ActivityQTinsert2}
CHECK8DateInsert
CHECK8ActivityQTInsert2
1. {#DactivityP8}
2. {#Dactivity8}
IF (any(HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_1_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_2_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_3_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_4_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_5_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_6_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_7_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_8_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_9_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_10_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_11_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_11_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_11_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_12_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_12_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_12_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_13_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_13_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_13_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_14_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_14_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_14_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_15_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_15_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_15_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_16_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_16_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_16_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_17_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_17_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_17_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_18_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_18_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_18_Hist8,3,6) or
(any(HIST8LOOP_19_Hist8,1,2) & any(HIST8LOOP_19_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_19_Hist8,3,6) or (any(HIST8LOOP_20_Hist8,1,2) &
any(HIST8LOOP_20_WorkhrsP,1,2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_20_Hist8,3,6)
| UNEMPY8P
| Thinking about your last period of {#LastEmpAct} which started in {#LastEmpDat}, why
| did this end?
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| 1. You had a fixed term or temporary job that ended
| 2. Your contract changed such as hours, job position
| 3. You were made redundant
| 4. You were dismissed from a job
| 5. You left because you were pregnant
| 6. You left the job for health reasons
| 7. You left work to care for family members
| 8. The firm closed down or business failed
| 9. You just decided to leave
| 10. For some other reason
CALSUM
The calendar below shows details of {#CALSUMRELInsert}the date you moved into your
current address and the activities you have spent most time doing since
{#CALSUMDateInsert}.
Is all of this information correct and complete?
1. Yes
2. No
CALSUMRelInsert
1. your relationships since September 2006,
CALSUMDateInsert
1. September 2006
2. {#ffintdateinsert}
CALSUM2
You can change the start date or end date for any period in the calendar by clicking on the
bar you want to change, moving the cursor over the start or end point of the bar, and then
dragging the bar left or right to the appropriate month.
If there is anything else which is incorrect, or you would like to add in a new period, please
fully describe the change in the text box below the calendar.{EHCINSTRUCTIONSHELP}

Section 3.6 Employment Details for first job after September
2006 (aged 16)
IF FieldSerial <> ’’ and JTITLEP_Codes1 = -1
| JTITLEP
| We would now like you to think back to the first job you had after first leaving full time
| education. If there were gaps in your full-time education please include any jobs you had
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| during these gaps.
| What was your job title in your first job after first leaving full-time education?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF JTITLEP<>’’ and JDOP_LU_Codes = -1
| JDOP_LU
| Please enter key words which describe what you mainly did in this job into the box below
| and then select the most appropriate option.
|
| Using extra words or parts of words will narrow the selection. If you cannot find an
| appropriate option please code ‘Job not in list’.{#androidInfoTextInsert}
IF JDOP_LU NE ’’
| JDOP_SocCode
| This is your soc code
IF any(JDOP_LU_Codes,-8,-9, 1) and JDOP_Codes = -1
| JDOP
| Please describe in your own words what you mainly did in this job.
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below. Please describe in detail (for example job title
| and the type of work).
VAL_JDOP
Please ensure you have fully described what you mainly did in your job
IF ((JTITLEP NE ’’) or (JTITLEP_Codes1 = 0 and JTITLEP_Codes2 = 0 and JTITLEP_Codes3 = 0
and JTITLEP_Codes6 = 0)) and FIRMDOP_Codes = -1
| FIRMDOP
| What did the firm or organisation you worked for mainly make or do?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below. Please describe in detail (for example
| manufacturing, processing or distribution, goods produced, materials used, wholesale or
| retail).
FIRMDOPQuestionTextInsert
1. What did your firm or organisation
2. What did the firm or organisation you worked for
3. What did the firm or organisation where you were being trained
VAL_FIRMDOP
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Please ensure you have fully described what the firm or organisation you worked for
mainly made or did

Section 3.7 Employment Support
IF EVEREMP2 = 1
| Advice
| Now thinking about your experience of searching for employment.
|
| How did you find out about your {#AdviceQuestionTextInsert} job?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer.
| 1. Job Centre
| 2. Your university or college (e.g. Careers Service, lecturer, website)
| 3. Media (e.g. newspaper/magazine/advertisement)
| 4. Employer’s website
| 5. Recruitment agency or website
| 6. Personal contacts, including family and friends
| 7. Professional networking
| 8. Speculative applications
| 9. Already worked there (including on an internship)
| 10. Other
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
AdviceQuestionTextInsert
1. current
2. last
IF EVEREMP = 1
| Qualhelp
| Did you need your highest qualification to get your {#QualhelpQuestionTextInsert} job?
| 1. Yes: the qualification was a formal requirement
| 2. Yes: while the qualification was not a formal requirement, it did give you an advantage
| 3. No: none of your qualifications were required
| 4. No: your highest qualification was not a requirement but you were required to have
some form of qualification which you have completed.
QualhelpQuestionTextInsert
1. current
2. last
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Section 3.8 Partner Employment
IF NRANY=1
| ActivityPAR
| Which of the following things describes what your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert} is
mainly doing at the moment?
| 1. Employee - in paid work
| 2. Self employed
| 3. In unpaid/voluntary work
| 4. Unemployed
| 5. Education: School/college/university
| 6. Apprenticeship
| 7. On a government scheme for employment training
| 8. Sick or disabled
| 9. Looking after home or family
| 10. Something else
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF ActivityPAR =10
| Partdo
| What are they currently doing?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF any(ActivityPAR, 1, 2, 3, 6)
| Parkwk
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert} working full-time or part-time?
| 1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
| 2. Part-time (under 30 hours)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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IF ActivityPAR=5
| Partstudy
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert} studying full-time or part-time?
| 1. Full-time
| 2. Part-time
IF ActivityPAR = 8
| Sickhrs8b
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert} temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick
| or disabled?
| 1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
| 2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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MODULE 4: FINANCE
Section 4.1 Current pay/salary
IF Activity801=1 or Activity806=1
| PayS8
| The next few questions are about your current gross and net pay. You may find it helpful
| to consult your last payslip when answering. Do you have a payslip to hand which you can
| look at when answering?
| 1. Latest payslip consulted
| 2. Old payslip consulted
| 3. No payslip consulted
| 4. No payslip provided by employer
GroaPageIntro
In your main job how much is your GROSS pay, that is before any deductions for tax,
national insurance, pension, union dues, student loans and so on? You can give a weekly,
monthly or yearly amount or an amount covering another period.
Please include in your gross pay any overtime, bonuses, commissions, tips or tax
refunds.{GROAPAGEHELP}
IF Activity801=1 or Activity806=1
| Groa
| Please enter amount (to the nearest pound):
GROAPAGEHELP
If you don’t know the precise amount it would be very helpful if you could provide your
best estimate. If you really don’t know or do not want to answer then simply leave the
question blank and click next.
GROAPAGEHELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
VAL_GROA
You have entered that you receive #{#GROA} {Period}.
Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
IF Activity801=1 or Activity806=1
| GROP2
| Select the period this covers:
| 1. One week
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| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF Groa >= 0 and (GROP2 >= 0 or GROP3 > 0)
| GROW
| DUMMY VARIABLE FOR SCRIPTING
GrowPeriod
1. per week
2. every two weeks
3. every 3 weeks
4. every 4 weeks
5. per calendar month
6. every two calendar months
7. eight times a year
8. nine times a year
9. ten times a year
10. every three months
11. every six months
12. per year
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period
IF any(Groa, -8,-9) and any(grop2, -8, -9)
| GROP4
| Over which period would you most easily be able to tell us about your gross pay from
| your main job - that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension union
| dues and so on?
IF GROP5=1 OR GROP4=1 OR (any(Groa,-8,-9) and (GROP2=1 or GROP3=1))
| GAWB
| Is your weekly gross pay from your main job - that is before any deductions for tax,
| national insurance, pension, union dues and so on - more than
| #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| or about #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
GAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
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1. 240
2. 320
3. 450
4. 650
GAWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
GAWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
GAWB_Start
First amount asked about
GAWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF GROP5=2 OR (any(Groa,-8,-9)and GROP3=2)
| GAFB
| Is your gross pay per two weeks from your main job - that is before any deductions for
| tax, national insurance, pension, union dues and so on - more than
| #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
GAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 500
2. 600
3. 900
4. 1300
GAFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
GAFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
GAFB_Start
First amount asked about
GAFB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
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IF any(GROP5, 4, 5) OR GROP4=2 OR (any(Groa,-8,-9) and (GROP2=2 or any(GROP3,4,5)))
| GAMB
| Is your monthly gross pay from your main job - that is before any deductions for tax,
| national insurance, pension, union dues and so on - more than
| #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
GAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 1000
2. 1400
3. 2000
4. 2800
GAMB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
GAMB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
GAMB_Start
First amount asked about
GAMB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF any(GROP5, 12, 14) OR GROP4=3 OR (any(Groa,-8,-9) and (GROP2 = 3 or
any(GROP3,12,14)))
| GAYB
| Is your {#GAYBQuestionTextInsert} gross pay from your main job - that is before any
| deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues and so on - more than
| #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
GAYBQuestionTextInsert
1. annual
2. lump sum
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GAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 12,000
2. 16,500
3. 23,500
4. 34,000
GAYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
GAYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
GAYB_Start
First amount asked about
GAYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF ((ANY(Groa,-8,-9) AND (ANY(GROP3,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15))) OR (ANY(GROP4,-8,-9) OR
ANY(GROP5,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15))) or (GROA >= 0 and any(GROP2, -8, -9))
| GAOB
| Is your monthly gross pay from your main job - that is before any deductions for tax,
| national insurance, pension, union dues and so on - more than
| #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
GAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 1000
2. 1400
3. 2000
4. 2800
GAOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
GAOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
GAOB_Start
First amount asked about
GAOB_Close
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Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
NetaPageIntro
What was your take-home pay the last time you were paid, that is after any deductions
were made for tax, National Insurance, pension, union dues, student loans and so on?
You can give a weekly, monthly or yearly amount or an amount covering another
period.{NETAPAGEHELP}
NETAPAGEHELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
NETAPAGEHELP
If you don’t know the precise amount it would be very helpful if you could provide your
best estimate. If you really don’t know or do not want to answer then simply leave the
question blank and click next.
IF Activity801=1 or Activity806=1
| Neta
| Please enter amount (to the nearest pound):
VAL_NETA
You have entered that you receive #{#NETA} {Period}.
Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
IF Activity801=1 or Activity806=1
| NETP2
| Select the period this covers:
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF NETA >= 0 and (NETP2 >= 0 or NETP3 >= 0)
| NETW
| DUMMY VARIABLE FOR SCRIPTING ONLY
NetwPeriod
1. per week
2. every two weeks
3. every 3 weeks
4. every 4 weeks
5. per calendar month
6. every two calendar months
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7. eight times a year
8. nine times a year
9. ten times a year
10. every three months
11. every six months
12. per year
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period
IF netw > grow and grow>0 and netw> 0
| NEGRCK
| You have entered that your gross pay is #{#GROA} {#growperiod} and that your net pay
| is #{#NETA} {#netwperiod}. This means that your net pay is higher than your gross pay.
| Normally net pay is less than gross pay because it is the amount received after deductions
| such as tax, National insurance and pensions have been made from gross pay.
| Are you sure the amounts you have entered are correct?
| 1. Yes, these amounts are correct
| 2. No - I have entered my gross pay incorrectly
| 3. No - I have entered my net pay incorrectly

IF any(NETA, -8, -9) and any(NETP2,-8,-9)
| NETP4
| What period was covered by your take-home pay the last time you were paid, that is after
| any deductions were made for tax, National Insurance, pension, union dues and so on?
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
NETP5
What period was covered by your take-home pay the last time you were paid?
1. One week
2. Two weeks
3. Three weeks
4. Four weeks
5. Calendar month
6. Two calendar months
7. Eight times a year
8. Nine times a year
9. Ten times a year
10. Three months/13 weeks
11. Six months/26 weeks
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12. One Year/12 months/52 weeks
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period
IF ((ANY(Neta,-8,-9) AND (NETP2 = 1 OR NETP3 = 1)) OR (NETP4 = 1 OR NETP5 = 1))
| NAWB
| The last time you were paid, was your weekly take-home pay more than
| #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| or about #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
NAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 200
2. 250
3. 350
4. 500
NAWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
NAWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
NAWB_Start
First amount asked about
NAWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF NETP5=2 OR (any(NETA,-8,-9) AND NETP3=2)
| NAFB
| The last time you were paid, was your take-home pay for two weeks more than
| #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
NAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 400
2. 500
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3. 700
4. 1000
NAFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
NAFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
NAFB_Start
First amount asked about
NAFB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (Activity801 = 1 OR Activity806 = 1) AND ((ANY(NETA,-8,-9) AND (NETP2 = 2 OR
ANY(NETP3,4,5))) OR (NETP4 = 2 OR ANY(NETP5,4,5)))
| NAMB
| The last time you were paid, was your monthly take-home pay more than
| #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| or about #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
NAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
3. 1500
4. 2200
NAMB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
NAMB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
NAMB_Start
First amount asked about
NAMB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
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IF any(NETP5,12,14) OR NETP4=3 OR (any(NETA,-8,-9) AND (NETP2=3 OR
any(NETP3,12,14)))
| NAYB
| The last time you were paid, was your {#NAYBQuestionTextInsert} take-home pay more
| than #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
NAYBQuestionTextInsert
1. annual
2. lump sum
NAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 11000
2. 14000
3. 18000
4. 26000
NAYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
NAYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
NAYB_Start
First amount asked about
NAYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (any(NETA,-8,-9) and (any(NETP3,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15) or any(NETP5,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 13, 15))) or (NETA >= 0 and any(NETP2,-8,-9))
| NAOB
| The last time you were paid, was your monthly take-home pay more than
| #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
NAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
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3. 1500
4. 2200
NAOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
NAOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
NAOB_Start
First amount asked about
NAOB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (NETA >= 0 or NAWB >= 0 or NAFB >= 0 or NAMB >= 0 or NAYB >= 0 or NAOB>= 0 or any(8, NETA, NAWB, NAFB, NAMB, NAYB, NAOB) or any(-9, NETA, NAWB, NAFB, NAMB, NAYB,
NAOB))
| Pusl
| Is this your usual take-home pay?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
UslaPageIntro
What is your usual take-home pay?
You can give a weekly, monthly or yearly amount or an amount covering another
period.{USLAPAGEHELP}
IF Pusl=2
| Usla
| Please enter amount (to the nearest pound):
USLAPAGEHELPTITLE
What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
USLAPAGEHELP
If you don’t know the precise amount it would be very helpful if you could provide your
best estimate. If you really don’t know or do not want to answer then simply leave the
question blank and click next.
VAL_USLA
You have entered that you receive #{#USLA} {Period}.
Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
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IF Pusl=2
| USLP2
| Select the period this covers:
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF Usla >= 0 and (USLP2 >= 0 or USLP3 >= 0)
| USLW
| DUMMY VARIABLE FOR SCRIPTING
USLWPeriod
1. per week
2. every two weeks
3. every 3 weeks
4. every 4 weeks
5. per calendar month
6. every two calendar months
7. eight times a year
8. nine times a year
9. ten times a year
10. every three months
11. every six months
12. per year
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period
IF (any(USLA,-8,-9) and any(USLP2,-8,-9))
| Uslp4
| What period is covered by your usual take home pay?
IF USLP5=1 or uslp4=1 OR (any(Usla,-8,-9) AND (USLP2=1 OR USLP3=1))
| USWB
| Is your usual weekly take-home pay more than #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
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| 3. Less than #{#USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
USWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 200
2. 250
3. 350
4. 500
USWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
USWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
USWB_Start
First amount asked about
USWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF USLP5=2 OR (any(Usla,-8,-9) AND USLP3=2)
| USFB
| Is your usual take-home pay per two weeks more than
| #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
USFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 400
2. 500
3. 700
4. 1000
USFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
USFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
USFB_Start
First amount asked about
USFB_Close
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Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF any(USLP5,4, 5) or uslp4=2 OR (any(Usla,-8,-9) AND (USLP2=2 OR any(USLP3,4,5)))
| USMB
| Is your usual monthly take-home pay more than #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
USMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
3. 1500
4. 2200
USMB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
USMB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
USMB_Start
First amount asked about
USMB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF any(USLP5, 12, 14) or uslp4=3 OR (any(Usla,-8,-9) AND (USLP2=3 OR any(USLP3,12,14)))
| USYB
| Is your usual {#USYBQuestionTextInsert} take-home pay more than
| #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
USYBQuestionTextInsert
1. annual
2. lump sum
USYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
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1. 11000
2. 14000
3. 18000
4. 26000
USYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
USYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
USYB_Start
First amount asked about
USYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (any(Usla,-8,-9) and ( any(USLP3,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15) or any(USLP5,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 13, 15) )) or (USLA >= 0 and any(USLP2,-8,-9))
| USOB
| Is your usual monthly take-home pay more than #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
USOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
3. 1500
4. 2200
USOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
USOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
USOB_Start
First amount asked about
USOB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
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IF Activity802=1
| SEPA
| In the last 12 months what was your take home income, that is the amount you personally
| took out of the business after all taxes and costs?
|
| We know that it is sometimes difficult for self-employed people to give an exact figure for
| their income, but could you please give us your best estimate.
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF any(SEPA,-8,-9)
| SEPA1
| Was it more than #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert}
SEPA1AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 6000
2. 10000
3. 19000
4. 40000
SEPA1_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SEPA1_Min
SEPA1 _Start: First amount asked about
SEPA1_Start
First amount asked about
SEPA1_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.

Section 4.2 Pay/salary from second job
IF Rein=1
| SJUA
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| After tax and deductions, how much are you usually paid in your second job?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF Rein=1
| SJUP2
| Select the period this covers:
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF any(SJUA,-8,-9) and any(SJUP2,-8,-9)
| Sjup4
| What pay period is usually covered in your second job?
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF sjup4 =1 or SJUP5=1 OR (any(SEPA,-8,-9) and (SJUP2=1 OR SJUP3=1))
| SJWB
| Is your usual weekly take-home pay from your second job more than
| #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, or
| about #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
SJWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 30
2. 50
3. 100
4. 200
SJWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SJWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
SJWB_Start
First amount asked about
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SJWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF SJUP5=2 OR (any(SJUA,-8,-9) and SJUP3=2)
| SJFB
| Is your usual take-home pay per two weeks from your second job more than
| #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, or
| about #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
SJFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 50
2. 100
3. 200
4. 400
SJFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SJFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
SJFB_Start
First amount asked about
SJFB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF sjup4 =2 or any(SJUP5,4,5) or (any(SJUA,-8,-9) and (SJUP2=2 OR any(SJUP3,4,5)))
| SJMB
| Is your usual monthly take-home pay from your second job more than
| #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, or
| about #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
SJMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 100
2. 200
3. 400
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4. 800
SJMB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SJMB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
SJMB_Start
First amount asked about
SJMB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF sjup4 =3 or any(SJUP5,12,14) or (any(SJUA,-8,-9) and (SJUP2=3 OR any(SJUP3,12,14)))
| SJYB
| Is your usual {#SJYB_QI_Freq} take-home pay from your second job more than
| #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, or
| about #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
SJYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 1500
2. 3000
3. 5000
4. 10000
SJYB_QI_Freq
1. annual
2. lump sum
SJYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SJYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
SJYB_Start
First amount asked about
SJYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
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IF (any(SJUA,-8,-9) and (any(SJUP3,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15) or any(SJUP5,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
13, 15) )) or (SJUA >= 0 and any( SJUP2 ,-8,-9))
| SJOB
| Is your usual monthly take-home pay from your second job more than
| #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, or
| about #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
SJOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 100
2. 200
3. 400
4. 800
SJOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
SJOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
SJOB_Start
First amount asked about
SJOB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.

Section 4.3 Other income
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| OCIN
| {#OCINQuestionTextInsert1}
|
| Do you receive any{#OCINQuestionTextInsert2} income from paid work - that means
| from regular jobs, odd jobs, casual work and so on?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
OCINQuestionTextInsert1
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1. You have already told us about your income from your main job.
2. You have already told us about your income from your main job and second job.
OCINQuestionTextInsert2
1. other
IF OCIN=1
| HOWK
| In the last calendar month, how many hours did you work in
| {#HOWKQuestionTextInsert} regular jobs, odd jobs or casual work?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
HOWKQuestionTextInsert
1. other
IF OCIN=1
| EASE
| After tax and any other deductions, how much did you earn from this work in the last
| calendar month?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF any(EASE,-8,-9)
| EASB
| Was your monthly take-home pay from {#HOWKQuestionTextInsert} regular jobs, odd
| jobs or casual work more than #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
EASBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 100
2. 200
3. 400
4. 800
EASB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
EASB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
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EASB_Start
First amount asked about
EASB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.

Section 4.4 Partner salary
IF any(ACTIVITYPAR,1,2,6)
| PUSA
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual monthly take-home pay after tax
and any other deductions?
If they have more than one job please tell us their total take-home pay from all their jobs.
Please enter your answer in the box below.
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
VAL_PUSA
You have entered that you receive #{#PUSA} {Period}.
Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
IF PUSA >= 0 or any(PUSA,-8,-9) or any(PUSP2,-8,-9)
| PUSP2
| Select the period this covers:
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One Year
| 4. Other period.
IF any(1, PUSP2, PUSP3) and any(PUSA,-8,-9)
| PUWB
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual weekly take-home pay more than
| #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| or about #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
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| 3. Less than #{#PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
PUWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 200
2. 250
3. 350
4. 500
PUWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
PUWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
PUWB_Start
First amount asked about
PUWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF PUSP3=2 and any(PUSA,-8,-9)
| PUFB
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual fortnightly take-home more than
| #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
PUFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 400
2. 500
3. 700
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4. 1000
PUFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
PUFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
PUFB_Start
First amount asked about
PUFB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (PUSP2=2 or any(PUSP3,4,5)) and any(PUSA,-9,-8)
| QPUSB8
| Is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual monthly take-home pay more than
| #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
QPUSB8AmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
3. 1500
4. 2200
QPUSB8_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
QPUSB8_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
QPUSB8_Start
First amount asked about
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QPUSB8_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (PUSP2=3 or any(PUSP3,12,14)) and any(PUSA,-9,-8)
| PUYB
| Is your usual {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual {#PUYBQuestionTextInsert}
| take-home pay more than #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
PUYBQuestionTextInsert
1. annual
2. lump sum
PUYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 11000
2. 14000
3. 18000
4. 26000
PUYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
PUYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
PUYB_Start
First amount asked about
PUYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (any(PUSA,-8,-9) and (any(PUSP3, 3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15,-8,-9) or any(PUSP2, -8,-9)))
| PUOB
| Is your usual {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s usual monthly take-home pay more
| than #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
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| #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
PUOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 900
2. 1100
3. 1500
4. 2200
PUOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
PUOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
PUOB_Start
First amount asked about
PUOB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.

Section 4.5 Benefits
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| UNCR
| Universal Credit is a new benefit which has started to be introduced in some parts of the
| country. Some people now receive a single universal credit payment which replaces a
| number of other benefits, including: Income based Jobseekers allowance, Income-related
| Employment and Support Allowance, Income Support, Working Tax Credit, Child Tax
| Credit and Housing Benefit.
|
| Are {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently receiving Universal Credit?
|
| Include payments {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} receive jointly with other people.
|
| {UNCRHELP}
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| 1. Yes
| 2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
UNCRQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
UNCRHELPTITLE
I’m not sure if I receive Universal Credit, what should I do?
UNCRHELP
If you currently receive individual payments for any of the following you do NOT receive
Universal Credit at the moment:
•Income based Job seekers allowance
•Income-related Employment and Support Allowance
•Income Support
•Working Tax Credit
•Child Tax Credit
•Housing Benefit
If you are still unsure please skip this question.
IF UNCR=3
| UCCO
| Do you receive individual payments for:
| 1. Income based Job seekers allowance
| 2. Income-related Employment and Support Allowance
| 3. Income Support
| 4. Working Tax Credit
| 5. Child Tax Credit
| 6. Housing Benefit
| 7. None of the above
IF UNCR = 1
| UCAM
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| How much was the last payment for Universal Credit that you
{#UCAMQuestionTextInsert} received (to the nearest #)?
Please enter your answer in the box below.
UCAMQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
VAL_UCAM
You have entered that you {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert}receive #{#UCAM} {Period}.
Are you sure this is correct? If so press next, or please amend your answer
IF UNCR = 1
| UCAM2
| What period did that cover?
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
IF UCAM >= 0 and (UCAM2 >= 0 or UCPE3 >= 0)
| UCPW
| DUMMY VARIABLE FOR SCRIPTING ONLY
UCPPeriod
1. per week
2. every two weeks
3. every 3 weeks
4. every 4 weeks
5. per calendar month
6. every two calendar months
7. eight times a year
8. nine times a year
9. ten times a year
10. every three months
11. every six months
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12. per year
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period
IF (UCAM2=1 or UCPE3=1) and any(UCAM,-8,-9)
| UCWB
| Was the last weekly payment of Universal Credit you {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert}
| received more than #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
UCWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 50
2. 75
3. 100
4. 150
UCWB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
UCWB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
UCWB_Start
First amount asked about
UCWB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF UCPE3=2 and any(UCAM,-8,-9)
| UCFB
| Was the last fortnightly payment of Universal Credit you {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert}
| received more than #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
UCFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 100
2. 150
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3. 200
4. 300
UCFB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
UCFB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
UCFB_Start
First amount asked about
UCFB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (UCAM2=2 or UCPE3=4 or UCPE3=5) and any(UCAM,-8,-9)
| UCMB
| Was the last monthly payment of Universal Credit you {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert}
| received more than #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
UCMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 200
2. 300
3. 400
4. 600
UCMB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
UCMB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
UCMB_Start
First amount asked about
UCMB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF (UCAM2=3 or UCPE3=12) and any(UCAM,-8,-9)
| UCYB
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| Was the last {#UCYBQuestionTextInsert} payment of Universal Credit you
| {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert} received more than #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert},
| less than #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about
| #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
UCYBQuestionTextInsert
1. annual
2. lump sum
UCYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 2550
2. 3750
3. 5000
4. 7500
UCYB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
UCYB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
UCYB_Start
First amount asked about
UCYB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF any(UCPE3 ,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15) and any(UCAM,-8,-9)
| UCOB
| Was the last monthly payment of Universal Credit you {#UCAMQuestionTextInsert}
| received more than #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
UCOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 200
2. 300
3. 400
4. 600
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UCOB_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
UCOB_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
UCOB_Start
First amount asked about
UCOB_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
BENT
Which, if any, of the following types of payments are {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently
receiving? {#BENTQuestionTextInsert2}
Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer
1. Yes
2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
BENTQuestionTextInsert1
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
BENTQuestionTextInsert2
1. Do not include any benefits that you are receiving as part of your Universal Credit.
2. Do not include any benefits that {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} are receiving as part of your
Universal Credit.
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
BentCheckFilter
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1. Jobseeker’s Allowance
2. Income Support
3. Sickness, disability or incapacity benefits (including Employment Support Allowance)
4. Any pension including private pensions. State Retirement pension or pension credit
(including guarantee credit, savings credit or housing credit).
5. Child Benefit
6. Tax credits, such as the Working Tax Credit, Disabled Person Tax Credit or Child Tax
Credit
7. Any other family related benefit or payment
8. Housing Benefit including direct payments to your landlord or Council Tax Reduction or
relief
9. Income from any other state benefit
VAL_BENT
You would not normally receive {benefit} in addition to Universal Credit.
Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
IF BENT=9
| BENH
| You said that you {#BENHQuestionTextInsert1} receive some other type of state benefit.
| What kind of benefit is this? {#BENHQuestionTextInsert2}
|
| Below are some examples of what to include under each answer option.
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer.
|
|
| Examples of other state benefits:
|
| Sickness/Disability/Incapacity: Include Severe Disablement Allowance, Carer’s
| Allowance, Disability Living Allowance, Personal Independence Payments, Return to Work
| Credit, Attendance Allowance, Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit, War Disablement
| Pension, Sickness and Accident Insurance and any other disability related benefit or
| payment.
|
| Pension: Include NI Pension or State Retirement Pension, a pension from a previous
| employer, a pension from a spouse’s previous employer, Pension Credit including
| Guarantee, Credit & Savings Credit, Private pension or annuity, Widow’s or War Widow’s
| Pension, Widowed Mother’s Allowance, Parent’s Allowance or Bereavement Allowance.
|
| Tax Credit: Include Working Tax Credit, including Disabled Person’s Tax Credit, Child Tax
| Credit.
|
| Other family related benefit: Include Foster Allowance or Guardian Allowance,
| Maternity Allowance, In-Work Credit for Lone Parents, Statutory Maternity, Paternity or
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| Adoption Pay.
|
| Other state benefit: Anything not named above.
| 1. Sickness/Disability/Incapacity
| 2. Pension
| 3. Tax Credit
| 4. Other family related benefit
| 5. Other state benefit
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
BENHQuestionTextInsert1
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
BENHQuestionTextInsert2
1. Do not include any benefits that you are receiving as part of your Universal Credit.
2. Do not include any benefits that you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert} are
receiving as part of your Universal Credit.
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF BENH_OtherFamilyRelatedBenefit=1 or BENH_OtherStateBenefit=1
| BENO
| You said that you{#BENOQuestionTextInsert} receive some other type of state benefit.
| What kind of benefit is this?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below
BENOQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF BENT=3 OR BENH=1
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| SIBE
| Are you{#SIBEQuestionTextInsert} currently receiving any of these types of sickness,
| disability or incapacity benefits payments?
|
| {#QI_UC}Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
| {SIBEHELP}
| 1. Incapacity Benefit
| 2. Employment and Support Allowance
| 3. Severe Disablement Allowance
| 4. Carer’s Allowance
| 5. Disability Living Allowance / Personal Independence Payment
| 6. Return to Work Credit
| 7. Attendance Allowance
| 8. Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit
| 9. War Disablement Pension
| 10. Sickness and Accident Insurance
| 11. Any other disability related benefit or payment
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
SIBEQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
SIBEHELPTITLE
What are these benefits?
SIBEHELP
Incapacity Benefit is money for people who cannot work because they are sick or
disabled. It is being replaced by Employment and Support Allowance.
Employment and Support Allowance has replaced incapacity benefit and is paid to those
whose ability to work is limited by ill health or disability
Severe Disablement Allowance is paid to those with a severe disability. It is only paid to
those who have been claiming since 2001.
Carer’s Allowance is paid to those who look after someone with substantial caring needs.
Disability Living Allowance / Personal Independence Payment is paid to those who
need help the extra costs that arise from long-term health conditions or disabilities.
Personal Indpendence Payments are gradually replacing Disability Living Allowance.
Return to Work Credit is paid to lone parents or those who have not been working
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because of ill health when they return to work.
Attendance Allowance is for those with a physical or mental disability who need help to
pay for personal care. It is only paid to those who are aged over 65.
Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit is paid to those who are ill or disabled because of
an accident or disease caused by work or a training scheme
Sickness and Accident Insurance is paid by insurance companies to individuals who have
taken out insurance schemes to protect themselves if they become ill and unable to work.
IF SIBE_AnyOtherDisability=1 and DLAC_Codes=-1
| DLAC
| What other disability related benefit do you receive?
|
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
IF BENT=4 OR BENH=2
| PEBE
| Are {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently receiving any of these types of pension payments?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
| 1. Private pension or annuity
| 2. A pension from a previous employer
| 3. A pension from a spouse’s previous employer
| 4. Pension Credit including Guarantee Credit & Savings Credit
| 5. Widow’s or War Widow’s Pension
| 6. Widowed Mother’s Allowance, Parent’s Allowance or Bereavement Allowance
| 7. War Disablement Pension
| 8. NI Pension or State Retirement Pension
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
PEBEQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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IF AnyChPres=1 and any(BENT_ChildBenefit,-8,-9,2)
| BECH
| Do {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} receive Child Benefit?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
BECHQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF BENT=6 OR BENH=3
| TCBE
| Are {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently receiving any of these types of tax credit payments?
|
| {#QI_UC}Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
| {TCBEHELP}
| 1. Working Tax Credit, including Disabled Person’s Tax Credit
| 2. Pension Credit including Guarantee Credit or Saving Credit
| 3. Child Tax Credit
| 4. Return to Work Credit
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
TCBEHELPTITLE
What are these benefits?
TCBEHELP
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Working Tax Credit is paid to those who work but are on a low income. It can include help
with childcare costs.
Pension Credit is paid to poorer people of pension age, to supplement the State Pension.
Child Tax Credit is paid to help with the costs of bringing up children.
Return to Work Credit is paid to lone parents or those who have not been working
because of ill health when they return to work.
TCBEQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF BENH = 4 OR BENT = 7
| FABE
| Are {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently receiving any of these types of family benefit
| payments?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
| {FABEHELP}
| 1. Foster Allowance or Guardian Allowance
| 2. Maternity Allowance
| 3. In-Work Credit for Lone Parents
| 4. Statutory Maternity, Paternity or Adoption Pay (from your employer or former
employer)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
FABEQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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FABEHELPTITLE
What are these benefits?
FABEHELP
Foster allowance is paid to foster carers to help with the cost of fostering.
Guardian allowance is paid to those looking after a child whose parents have died.
In-Work Credit for Lone Parents is paid to lone parents in work but on a low income.
Statutory Maternity,Paternity or Adoption Pay is paid to new parents or those who have
newly adopted a child.
QI_UC
1. Do not include any benefits that {#QI_YouOrPartner} are receiving as part of your
Universal Credit.
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
IF BENT=8
| HOBE
| Are you {#HOBEQuestionTextInsert} currently receiving housing benefit, or council tax
| benefit? Please include housing benefit paid directly to your landlord.
|
| {#QI_UC}
| {HOBEHELP}
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
| 1. Housing benefit
| 2. Council tax benefit or council tax reduction
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
HOBEHELPTITLE
What are these benefits?
HOBEHELP
Housing benefit is paid to those on a low income who need help to pay their rent.
Council tax benefit or reduction is a reduction in Council Tax for those on a low income.
HOBEQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
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HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
DBENEFIT
Benefits to be covered
1. Jobseekers allowance
2. Income Support
3. Incapacity Benefit
4. Employment and Support Allowance
5. Severe Disablement Allowance
6. Carer’s Allowance
7. Disability Living Allowance
8. Return to work credit
9. Attendance Allowance
10. Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit
11. War Disablement Pension
12. Sickness and Accident Insurance
13. Other disability related payment
14. NI Pension or State Retirement Pension
15. Pension from a previous employer
16. Pension from a spouse’s previous employer
17. Pension Credit including Guarantee Credit & Savings Credit
18. Private pension or annuity
19. Widow’s or War Widow’s Pension
20. Widowed Mother’s Allowance, Parent’s Allowance or Bereavement Allowance
21. Child Benefit
22. Working Tax Credit
23. Child Tax Credit
24. Foster allowance or Guardian allowance
25. Maternity allowance
26. In-work Credit for Lone Parents
27. Statutory Maternity, Paternity or Adoption pay (from your employer or former
employer)
28. Housing benefit
29. Council tax benefit
30. Other state benefit
IF CODED RESPONSE AT DBENEFIT01-DBENEFIT30
BENALOOP (LOOP FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL BENEFIT RECEIVED AT DBENEFIT)
|
| BENA
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| How much was the last payment of {@} {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} received (to the nearest #)?
| Please enter your answer in the box below.{BENAHELP}
|
| QI_YouOrPartner
| 1. you
| 2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
|
| Benahelptitleinsert
| 1. Additional Information on Benefit Payments
|
| BENAHELP
| {#Additional_info}
|
| BENAHELPTITLE
| {#Benahelptitleinsert}
|
| BENAQuestionTextInsert
| 1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
|
| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
| 1. your
| 2. husband
| 3. wife
| 4. Partner
|
| BENALOOP
| 1. Jobseekers allowance
| 2. Income Support
| 3. Incapacity Benefit
| 4. Employment and Support Allowance
| 5. Severe Disablement Allowance
| 6. Carer’s Allowance
| 7. Disability Living Allowance
| 8. Return to work credit
| 9. Attendance Allowance
| 10. Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit
| 11. War Disablement Pension
| 12. Sickness and Accident Insurance
| 13. Other disability related payment
| 14. NI Pension or State Retirement Pension
| 15. Pension from a previous employer
| 16. Pension from a spouse’s previous employer
| 17. Pension Credit including Guarantee Credit & Savings Credit
| 18. Private pension or annuity
| 19. Widow’s or War Widow’s Pension
| 20. Widowed Mother’s Allowance, Parent’s Allowance or Bereavement Allowance
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| 21. Child Benefit
| 22. Working Tax Credit
| 23. Child Tax Credit
| 24. Foster allowance or Guardian allowance
| 25. Maternity allowance
| 26. In-work Credit for Lone Parents
| 27. Statutory Maternity, Paternity or Adoption pay (from your employer or former
employer)
| 28. Housing benefit
| 29. Council tax benefit
| 30. Other state benefit
|
| VAL_BENA
| You have entered that you {#BENAQuestionTextInsert} receive
| #{#BENALOOP[cat].BENAP2.BENA} {Period}.
| Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
|
| BENP2
| What period did that cover?
| 1. One week
| 2. Calendar month
| 3. One year
| 4. Other period
|
| CHECKBENABENAP
| Are you sure? That seems unusual.
| (RESPONSE GIVEN WAS: #{#BENA} PERIOD COVERED:{#BENP})
| 1. Yes - that is correct
| 2. No - go back and change
|
| BENW
| BENWPeriod
|
| IF (BENAP2_BENP2_specPeriod=1 or BENAP2_BENP2 = 1) and any(BENAP2_BENA,-9,-8)
|| BAWB
|| Was the last weekly payment of {DBENEFIT} you {BAWBQuestionTextInsert}
|| received more than {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
|| {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
|| 1. More than {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 2. About {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 3. Less than {BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
||
|| BAWBAmountQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. #50
|| 2. #75
|| 3. #100
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|| 4. #150
||
|| BAWBQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
||
|| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
|| 1. your
|| 2. husband
|| 3. wife
|| 4. partner
|
| IF BENAP2_BENP2_specPeriod=2 and any(BENAP2_BENA,-9,-8)
|| BAFB
|| Was the last fortnightly payment of {DBENEFIT} you {BAFBQuestionTextInsert} received
|| more than {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
|| {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
|| 1. More than {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 2. About {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 3. Less than {BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
||
|| BAFBAmountQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. #100
|| 2. #150
|| 3. #200
|| 4. #300
||
|| BAFBQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
||
|| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
|| 1. your
|| 2. husband
|| 3. wife
|| 4. partner
|
| IF (BENAP2_BENP2_specPeriod,4,5) or (BENAP2_BENP2=2) and any(BENAP2_BENA,-9,-8)
|| BAMB
|| Was the last monthly payment of {DBENEFIT} you {BAMBQuestionTextInsert} received
|| more than {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
|| {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
||
|| 1. More than {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 2. About {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 3. Less than {BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
||
|| BAMBAmountQuestionTextInsert
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|| 1. 200
|| 2. 300
|| 3. 400
|| 4. 600
||
|| BAMBQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
||
|| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
|| 1. your
|| 2. husband
|| 3. wife
|| 4. partner
|
| IF (BENAP2_BENP2_specPeriod,12,14) or (BENAP2_BENP2=3) and any(BENAP2_BENA,-9,| 8)
|| BAYB
|| Was the last {BAYB_QI_Freq}payment of {benefit} you {BAYBQuestionTextInsert}
|| received more than {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
|| {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
|| 1. More than {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 2. About {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 3. Less than {BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
||
|| BAYBQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. your husband
|| 2. your wife
|| 3. your partner
||
|| BAYB_QI_Freq
|| 1. annual
|| 2. lump sum
||
|| BAYBAmountQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. #2550
|| 2. #3750
|| 3. #5000
|| 4. #7500
|
| IF (BENAP2_BENP2_specPeriod,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, -8, -9) or any(BENAP2_BENP2, | 8, -9)) and any(BENAP2_BENA,-9,-8)
|| BAOB
|| Was the last monthly payment of {DBENEFIT} {BAOBQuestionTextInsert} received more
|| than {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
|| about {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
|| 1. More than {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
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|| 2. About {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
|| 3. Less than {BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert}
||
|| BAOBAmountQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. 200
|| 2. 300
|| 3. 400
|| 4. 600
||
|| BAOBQuestionTextInsert
|| 1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
||
|| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
|| 1. your
|| 2. husband
|| 3. wife
|| 4. partner
|
| BENALOOP_Check
| 1. Jobseekers allowance
| 2. Income Support
| 3. Incapacity Benefit
| 4. Employment and Support Allowance
| 5. Severe Disablement Allowance
| 6. Carer’s Allowance
| 7. Disability Living Allowance
| 8. Return to work credit
| 9. Attendance Allowance
| 10. Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit
| 11. War Disablement Pension
| 12. Sickness and Accident Insurance
| 13. Other disability related payment
| 14. NI Pension or State Retirement Pension
| 15. Pension from a previous employer
| 16. Pension from a spouse’s previous employer
| 17. Pension Credit including Guarantee Credit & Savings Credit
| 18. Private pension or annuity
| 19. Widow’s or War Widow’s Pension
| 20. Widowed Mother’s Allowance, Parent’s Allowance or Bereavement Allowance
| 21. Child Benefit
| 22. Working Tax Credit
| 23. Child Tax Credit
| 24. Foster allowance or Guardian allowance
| 25. Maternity allowance
| 26. In-work Credit for Lone Parents
| 27. Statutory Maternity, Paternity or Adoption pay (from your employer or former
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employer)
| 28. Housing benefit
| 29. Council tax benefit
| 30. Other state benefit
|
BENALOOPEnd

Section 4.6 Income from other sources
REPA
Do {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently receive any regular payment from any of these
sources?
Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each payment
1. Regular cash help from parents
2. Regular cash help from other relatives or friends outside the household
3. Regular maintenance or child support payments (including payments made through the
CSA) from a former partner
4. Education grants or studentships, training or government training scheme allowance
5. Income from investments (include interest on savings)
6. Rent from boarders or lodgers or other property
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
REPAQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF any(1,REPA_Parents, REPA_Relatives, REPA_RegularMaintenance, REPA_EducationGrants,
REPA_Investments, REPA_Rent)
| REGA
| About how much in total did {#\.QI_YouAndPartner} receive from {#QI_Rega} in the last
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| month?
| Please enter your answer in the box below
QI_YouAndPartner
1. you
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
REGAQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
QI_Rega
1. this source
2. these sources
REGACK
Are you sure? #{#Rega} seems unusual.
1. Yes - that is correct
2. No - go back and change
VAL_REGA
Are you sure this is correct? If so press next, or please amend your answer
IF any(REGA,-9,-8)
| REGP
| Was the amount {#\.QI_YouAndPartner} received in total from these sources in the last
| month more than #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than
| #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert} or about #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than #{#REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
QI_YouAndPartner
1. you
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
REGPAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. 50
2. 100
3. 300
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4. 1000
REGP_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
REGP_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
REGP_Start
First amount asked about
REGP_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.

Section 4.7 Household income
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| TOTINP
| Over which period could you give your best estimate of {#QI_YourAndPartners} total
| take-home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after
| tax and deductions?
| 1. Weekly
| 2. Monthly
| 3. Annual
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
TOTINPQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
TOTINPInsert
1. Weekly
2. Monthly
3. Annual
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IF any(TOTINP,1,2,3,-8)
| TOTINA
| In which of the following bands is {#QI_YourAndPartners} total {#TOTINPInsert} take| home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after tax
| and deductions?
|
| Please include council tax benefit/ housing benefit payments even if they are paid directly
| to your landlord.
| 1. {#TOTINAQuestionTextInsert1}
| 2. {#TOTINAQuestionTextInsert2}
| 3. {#TOTINAQuestionTextInsert3}
| 4. {#TOTINAQuestionTextInsert4}
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
TOTINAQuestionTextInsert1
1. Less than #140
2. Less than #600
3. Less than #7,500
TOTINAQuestionTextInsert2
1. #140 or more, less than #400
2. #600 or more, less than #1,700
3. #7,500 or more, less than #20,000
TOTINAQuestionTextInsert3
1. #400 or more, less than #800
2. #1,700 or more, less than #3,500
3. #20,000 or more, less than #40,000
TOTINAQuestionTextInsert4
1. More than #800
2. More than #3,500
3. More than #40,000
IF TOTINA=1
| TOTINB
| And in which of the following bands is {#QI_YourAndPartners} total {#TOTINPInsert}
| take-home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after
| tax and deductions?
| Please include council tax benefit/ housing benefit payments even if they are paid directly
| to your landlord.
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| 1. {#TOTINBQuestionTextInsert1}
| 2. {#TOTINBQuestionTextInsert2}
| 3. {#TOTINBQuestionTextInsert3}
| 4. {#TOTINBQuestionTextInsert4}
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
TOTINBQuestionTextInsert1
1. Less than #25
2. Less than #100
3. Less than #1,300
TOTINBQuestionTextInsert2
1. #25 or more, less than #50
2. #100 or more, less than #200
3. #1,300 or more, less than #2,500
TOTINBQuestionTextInsert3
1. #50 or more, less than #90
2. #200 or more, less than #400
3. #2,500 or more, less than #4,500
TOTINBQuestionTextInsert4
1. More than #90
2. More than #400
3. More than #4,500
IF TOTINA=2
| TOTINC
| And in which of the following bands is {#\.QI_YourAndPartners} total {#TOTINPInsert}
| take-home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after
| tax and deductions?
| Please include council tax benefit/ housing benefit payments even if they are paid directly
| to your landlord.
| 1. {#TOTINCQuestionTextInsert1}
| 2. {#TOTINCQuestionTextInsert2}
| 3. {#TOTINCQuestionTextInsert3}
| 4. {#TOTINCQuestionTextInsert4}
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
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TOTINCQuestionTextInsert1
1. Less than #240
2. Less than #1,000
3. Less than #12,500
TOTINCQuestionTextInsert2
1. #240 or more, less than #300
2. #1,000 or more, less than #1,300
3. #12,500 or more, less than #16,000
TOTINCQuestionTextInsert3
1. #300 or more, less than #350
2. #1,300 or more, less than #1,500
3. #16,000 or more, less than #18,000
TOTINCQuestionTextInsert4
1. More than #350
2. More than #1,500
3. More than #18,000
IF TOTINA=3
| TOTIND
| And in which of the following bands is {#\.QI_YourAndPartners} total {#TOTINPInsert}
| take-home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after
| tax and deductions?
| Please include council tax benefit/ housing benefit payments even if they are paid directly
| to your landlord.
| 1. {#TOTINDQuestionTextInsert1}
| 2. {#TOTINDQuestionTextInsert2}
| 3. {#TOTINDQuestionTextInsert3}
| 4. {#TOTINDQuestionTextInsert4}
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
TOTINDQuestionTextInsert1
1. Less than #500
2. Less than #2,200
3. Less than #25,000
TOTINDQuestionTextInsert2
1. #500 or more, less than #600
2. #2,200 or more, less than #2,600
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3. #25,000 or more, less than #30,000
TOTINDQuestionTextInsert3
1. #600 or more, less than #700
2. #2,600 or more, less than #3,000
3. #30,000 or more, less than #35,000
TOTINDQuestionTextInsert4
1. More than #700
2. More than #3,000
3. More than #35,000
IF TOTINA=4
| TOTINE
| And in which of the following bands is {#QI_YourAndPartners} total {#TOTINPInsert}
| take-home income from earnings, benefits and any other source of regular income, after
| tax and deductions?
| Please include council tax benefit/ housing benefit payments even if they are paid directly
| to your landlord.
| 1. {#TOTINEQuestionTextInsert1}
| 2. {#TOTINEQuestionTextInsert2}
| 3. {#TOTINEQuestionTextInsert3}
| 4. {#TOTINEQuestionTextInsert4}
QI_YourAndPartners
1. your
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s
TOTINEQuestionTextInsert1
1. Less than #900
2. Less than #4,000
3. Less than #45,000
TOTINEQuestionTextInsert2
1. #900 or more, less than #1,200
2. #4,000 or more, less than #5,000
3. #45,000 or more, less than #60,000
TOTINEQuestionTextInsert3
1. #1,200 or more, less than #1,400
2. #5,000 or more, less than #6,000
3. #60,000 or more, less than #70,000
TOTINEQuestionTextInsert4
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1. More than #1,400
2. More than #6,000
3. More than #70,000

Section 4.8 Pensions
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| Wrk15a
| Are you a member of a pension scheme? This could be a scheme run by your employer, or
| one you have started privately.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF wrk15a=1
| Wrk15b
| What type of pension do you have?
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer
| 1. Employer provided pension scheme
| 2. A personal pension plan, such as a Private Personal Pension, a Group Personal Pension,
or a Stakeholder Pension
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No

Section 4.9 DEBT
Debt1Intro
We’d now like to ask you a few questions about any financial commitments
{#\.QI_YouOrPartner} might have.
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
Debt1
Do {#\.QI_YouOrPartner} currently owe money on any of the following?
Do not include student loans, mortgages and bank loans on property.
Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each answer
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1. Credit cards/Store cards
2. Loans from a friend or relative
3. Household goods or car bought on hire purchase
4. Loans from a bank, building society or commercial loan company
5. Social funds
6. Mail order catalogue debt
7. Overdue council tax bill/utility bill
8. Benefit or tax credit overpayments
9. Other type of debt
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
QI_YouOrPartner
1. you
2. you or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
Debt1QuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF any(1,Debt1_CreditCards to Debt1_OtherTypeOfDebt)
| Qdeb2
| Thinking about all the different types of financial commitments you just mentioned,
| approximately how much money do {#\.QI_YouAndPartner} owe in total? {#QI_QDeb2}
| Please enter your answer in the box below.
QI_YouAndPartner
1. you
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
Qdeb2QuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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QI_QDeb2
IF any(Qdeb2,-8,-9)
| DEBP
| Is the amount that {#\.QI_YouAndPartner} owe in total more than
| {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert}, less than {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert} or
| about {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. More than {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 2. About {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
| 3. Less than {#DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert}
QI_YouAndPartner
1. you
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
DEBPAmountQuestionTextInsert
1. #500
2. #2000
3. #10000
4. #25000
DEBPQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
DEBP_Max
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered less than, or blank if not
DEBP_Min
COMPUTED: Amount at which respondent answered more than, or blank if not
DEBP_Start
First amount asked about
DEBP_Close
Amount at which respondent answered very close to.
IF any(1,Debt1_CreditCards to Debt1_OtherTypeOfDebt)
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| Qdepkp
| Still thinking about these different types of financial commitments. How easy do you find
| it to keep up with payments?
| 1. Very easy
| 2. Fairly easy
| 3. Not very easy
| 4. Not at all easy
IF any(1,Debt1_CreditCards to Debt1_OtherTypeOfDebt)
| Qpaymake
| Have you missed a payment on three or more bills or credit commitments in the last six
| months?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| QMAFI
| How well would you say {#QI_YouAndPartner} are managing financially these days?
| 1. Living comfortably
| 2. Doing alright
| 3. Just about getting by
| 4. Finding it quite difficult
| 5. Finding it very difficult
QI_YouAndPartner
1. you
2. you and your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
QMAFIQuestionTextInsert
1. or your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
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MODULE 5: EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING
Section 5.1 Job Training
IF any(1, Activity801, Activity802, Activity803, Activity806) or ((any(HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8, 1 ,
2) and any(HIST8LOOP_1_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((any(HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8, 1 , 2) and any(HIST8LOOP_2_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((any(HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8, 1 , 2) and
any(HIST8LOOP_3_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((any(HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8, 1 , 2) and any(HIST8LOOP_4_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((any(HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8, 1 , 2) and
any(HIST8LOOP_5_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((any(HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8, 1 , 2) and any(HIST8LOOP_6_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((any(HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8, 1 , 2) and
any(HIST8LOOP_7_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((any(HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8, 1 , 2) and any(HIST8LOOP_8_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((any(HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8, 1 , 2) and
any(HIST8LOOP_9_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((any(HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8, 1 , 2) and any(HIST8LOOP_10_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8, 3, 6))
| OnJobTP
| Since {#DateQuestionTextInsert} have you received any on-the-job training in the course
| of a current or previous job?
| On-the-job training is training that you receive whilst performing your normal job.
| Please include on-the-job training received as part of an apprenticeship or unpaid work.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006
IF "any(1, Activity801, Activity803, Activity806) or ((HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8 = 1 and
any(HIST8LOOP_1_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_1_Hist8, 3, 6))8 or
((HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8 = 1 and any(HIST8LOOP_2_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_2_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8 = 1 and
any(HIST8LOOP_3_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_3_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8 = 1 and any(HIST8LOOP_4_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_4_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8 = 1 and
any(HIST8LOOP_5_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_5_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
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((HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8 = 1 and any(HIST8LOOP_6_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_6_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8 = 1 and
any(HIST8LOOP_7_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_7_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8 = 1 and any(HIST8LOOP_8_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_8_Hist8, 3, 6)) or ((HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8 = 1 and
any(HIST8LOOP_9_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or any(HIST8LOOP_9_Hist8, 3, 6)) or
((HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8 = 1 and any(HIST8LOOP_10_WorkhrsP, 1, 2)) or
any(HIST8LOOP_10_Hist8, 3, 6))"
| OffJobTP
| Since {#DateQuestionTextInsert} have you received any training in the course of a current
| or previous job away from your usual place of work at any of the following places?
| Please also include training received away from the workplace as part of an
| apprenticeship or unpaid work.
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each place.
|
| 1. College or training centre
| 2. At your employer’s premises (but away from your usual place of work)
| 3. At a separate training centre run by your employer
| 4. Somewhere else
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006

Section 5.2 Education since previous interview/since
September 2006
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| EDUS
| Have you gained any new qualifications since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
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1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006
EDUSQuestionTextInsert
1. we last interviewed you on
IF EDUS=1
| ACQU
| Which, if any, academic qualifications have you gained since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}?
| Please select all that apply. {ACQURHELP}
| 1. University Higher Degree (e.g. MSc, PhD)
| 2. First degree level qualification including foundation degrees, graduate membership of a
professional Institute, PGCE
| 3. Diploma in higher education
| 4. Teaching qualification (excluding PGCE)
| 5. Nursing or other medical qualification not yet mentioned
| 6. A Level
| 7. Welsh Baccalaureate
| 8. International Baccalaureate
| 9. AS Level
| 10. Higher Grade/Advanced Higher (Scotland)
| 11. Certificate of sixth year studies
| 12. GCSE
| 13. Standard Grade / Lower (Scotland)
| 14. Other school (inc. school leaving exam certificate or matriculation)
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006
ACQUQuestionTextInsert
1. do you have
2. have you gained since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}
ACQURHELPTITLE
Do I include overseas or vocational qualifications?
ACQURHELP
If you have an overseas qualification please choose the nearest equivalent. Please record
vocational qualifications at the next question.
IF EDUS=1
| VCQU
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| Which, if any, vocational qualifications have you gained since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}?
| Please select all that apply. {VCQUHELP}
| 1. Youth training certificate
| 2. Key Skills
| 3. Basic skills
| 4. Entry level qualifications (Wales)
| 5. Modern apprenticeship/trade apprenticeship
| 6. RSA/OCR/Clerical and commercial qualifications (e.g. typing/shorthand/bookkeeping/commerce)
| 7. City and Guilds Certificate
| 8. GNVQ/GSVQ
| 9. NVQ/SVQ - Level 1 - 2
| 10. NVQ/SVQ - Level 3 - 5
| 11. HNC/HND
| 12. ONC/OND
| 13. BTEC/BEC/TEC/EdExcel/LQL
| 14. SCOTVEC, SCOTEC or SCOTBEC
| 15. Other vocational, technical or professional qualification
VCQUQuestionTextInsert
1. do you have
2. have you gained since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006
VCQUHELPTITLE
Do I include overseas qualifications?
VCQUHELP
If you have an overseas qualification please choose the nearest equivalent.
VAL_VCQULabel
You have indicated that you have received none of the academic or vocational
qualifications in the lists provided, but you have also told us that you have gained a new
qualification since {#DateQuestionTextInsert}. Please check and amend your answer. If you
need to change a previous answer, please click ‘Previous’ and amend your answer there.
You can select ‘other’ if your qualification is not in the lists provided.
DateQuestionTextInsert
DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW/SEPTEMBER 2006
1. {DateOfLastInterviewMMMDD}
2. September 2006
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Section 5.3 Current education
IF Activity805=1
| ACQUC
| Which, if any, academic qualifications are you currently studying for?
| Please select all that apply.
|
| 1. University Higher Degree (e.g. MSc, PhD)
| 2. First degree level qualification including foundation degrees, graduate membership of a
professional Institute, PGCE
| 3. Diploma in higher education
| 4. Teaching qualification (excluding PGCE)
| 5. Nursing or other medical qualification not yet mentioned
| 6. A Level
| 7. Welsh Baccalaureate
| 8. International Baccalaureate
| 9. AS Level
| 10. Higher Grade/Advanced Higher (Scotland)
| 11. Certificate of sixth year studies
| 12. GCSE
| 13. Standard Grade / Lower (Scotland)
| 14. Other school (inc. school leaving exam certificate or matriculation)
| 15. None of the above
IF Activity805=1
| VCQUC
| Which, if any, vocational qualifications are you currently studying for?
| Please select all that apply.
|
| 1. Youth training certificate
| 2. Key Skills
| 3. Basic skills
| 4. Entry level qualifications (Wales)
| 5. Modern apprenticeship/trade apprenticeship
| 6. RSA/OCR/Clerical and commercial qualifications (e.g. typing/shorthand/bookkeeping/commerce)
| 7. City and Guilds Certificate
| 8. GNVQ/GSVQ
| 9. NVQ/SVQ - Level 1 - 2
| 10. NVQ/SVQ - Level 3 - 5
| 11. HNC/HND
| 12. ONC/OND
| 13. BTEC/BEC/TEC/EdExcel/LQL
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| 14. SCOTVEC, SCOTEC or SCOTBEC
| 15. Other vocational, technical or professional qualification
VAL_VCQUCLabel
You have indicated that you are currently studying for none of the academic or vocational
qualifications in the lists provided, but you have also told us that you are currently in
education. Please check and amend your answer. If you need to change a previous answer,
please click ‘Previous’ and amend your answer there. You can select ‘other’ if the
qualification you are studying for is not in the lists provided.
IF (ACQU02=1 or ACQUC02=1) and UNIDEG_Codes = -1
| UNIDEG
| {#UNIDEGQuestionTextInsert} {UNIDEGHELP}
| Please enter your answer in box below
UNIDEGQuestionTextInsert
1. From which university did you obtain your first degree?
2. At which university are you studying for your degree?
UNIDEGHELPTITLE
How do I answer if I have more than one degree?
UNIDEGHELP
If you have more than one degree enter the university at which you obtained your first
degree.
IF ACQU02=1 or ACQUC02=1
| QHONS
| {#QHONSQuestionTextInsert} a single honours or a joint honours degree?
| 1. Single honours
| 2. Joint honours
QHONSQuestionTextInsert
1. Will your degree be
2. Was your degree
IF ACQU02=1
| Class
| What classification is your degree?
ACQU02=1 or ACQUC02=1
| SUBDEG
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| What {#SUBDEGQuestionTextInsert} of your degree? {SUBDEGHELP}
| 1. Academic studies in education
| 2. Accounting
| 3. Agriculture and forestry
| 4. American studies
| 5. Anatomy and physiology & pathology
| 6. Anthropology
| 7. Archaeology
| 8. Architecture
| 9. Art/Fine Art
| 10. Biosciences
| 11. Building
| 12. Business studies
| 13. Chemical engineering
| 14. Chemistry
| 15. Cinematics and photography
| 16. Civil engineering
| 17. Classics
| 18. Computer science
| 19. Dance
| 20. Dentistry
| 21. Design studies
| 22. Drama
| 23. Earth and marine sciences
| 24. Economics
| 25. Electronics and electrical engineering
| 26. Engineering general
| 27. English
| 28. Finance
| 29. Geography (physical)
| 30. Geography (human and social)
| 31. History and history of art
| 32. Hospitality, leisure, tourism and transport
| 33. Information systems
| 34. Journalism
| 35. Law
| 36. Management studies
| 37. Marketing
| 38. Materials and mineral engineering
| 39. Mathematics
| 40. Mechanical engineering
| 41. Media studies, communications and librarianship
| 42. Medicine
| 43. Modern languages
| 44. Music
| 45. Nursing
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| 46. Occupational therapy
| 47. Pharmacology, toxicology and pharmacy
| 48. Philosophy
| 49. Physics
| 50. Planning (urban, rural, regional)
| 51. Politics
| 52. Physiotherapy
| 53. Psychology
| 54. Religious studies and theology
| 55. Social policy and administration
| 56. Social work
| 57. Sociology
| 58. Sports science
| 59. Training teachers
| 60. Veterinary science
| 61. Other (please describe)
SUBDEGQuestionTextInsert
1. was the subject
2. were the subjects
3. is the subject
4. are the subjects
SUBDEGHELPTITLE
How do I answer if I have more than one degree?
SUBDEGHELP
If you have more than one degree, please answer about your first degree.
IF UNIDEG NE ’’
| FirSc
| When you first applied for University via UCAS did you put {#UNIDEG} as your first
| choice?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF FirSc=2 and UniF_Codes = -1
| UniF
| Which university did you put as your first choice when you first applied for University via
| UCAS?
IF FirSc=2 and UniF NE ’’
| SjOf
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| Did you apply to study {#QI_sjof} at {#UNIF}?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No

IF SjOf=2
| SjIf
| Did you apply to study a single honours or joint honours degree at {#UNIF}?
| 1. Single honours
| 2. Joint honours
QI_sjof
textfill for subjects
IF SJOF = 2
| SubF
| What {#QI_SubF} did you apply to study at {#UNIF}?
| 1. Academic studies in education
| 2. Accounting
| 3. Agriculture and forestry
| 4. American studies
| 5. Anatomy and physiology & pathology
| 6. Anthropology
| 7. Archaeology
| 8. Architecture
| 9. Art/Fine Art
| 10. Biosciences
| 11. Building
| 12. Business studies
| 13. Chemical engineering
| 14. Chemistry
| 15. Cinematics and photography
| 16. Civil engineering
| 17. Classics
| 18. Computer science
| 19. Dance
| 20. Dentistry
| 21. Design studies
| 22. Drama
| 23. Earth and marine sciences
| 24. Economics
| 25. Electronics and electrical engineering
| 26. Engineering general
| 27. English
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| 28. Finance
| 29. Geography (physical)
| 30. Geography (human and social)
| 31. History and history of art
| 32. Hospitality, leisure, tourism and transport
| 33. Information systems
| 34. Journalism
| 35. Law
| 36. Management studies
| 37. Marketing
| 38. Materials and mineral engineering
| 39. Mathematics
| 40. Mechanical engineering
| 41. Media studies, communications and librarianship
| 42. Medicine
| 43. Modern languages
| 44. Music
| 45. Nursing
| 46. Occupational therapy
| 47. Pharmacology, toxicology and pharmacy
| 48. Philosophy
| 49. Physics
| 50. Planning (urban, rural, regional)
| 51. Politics
| 52. Physiotherapy
| 53. Psychology
| 54. Religious studies and theology
| 55. Social policy and administration
| 56. Social work
| 57. Sociology
| 58. Sports science
| 59. Training teachers
| 60. Veterinary science
| 61. Other (please describe)
QI_SubF
1. subject
2. subjects

Section 5.4 Fees paid while in education
IF (HIST8LOOP_1_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_2_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_3_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_4_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_5_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_6_UsualP = 3) or
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(HIST8LOOP_7_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_8_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_9_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_10_UsualP = 3) or usual8=3
| STULOAN
| Have you ever received a maintenance loan or a tuition fees loan paid by the Student
| Loans Company?
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each type of loan.
|
| 1. Maintenance loan
| 2. Tuition fee loan
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
STULOANQuestionTextInsert
1. Do
2. Did
IF any(1,STULOAN_MaintenanceLoan,STULOAN_TuitionFeesLoan)
| Amount
| How much did you receive in {#AMOUNTQuestionTextInsert1}?
| An estimate is acceptable. Please round to the nearest pound.
| If you have had more than one loan, please record the total amount you received from all
| {#AMOUNTQuestionTextInsert1}.
| Please enter the amount in the box below.
AMOUNTQuestionTextInsert1
1. maintenance loans
2. tuition fee loans
3. maintenance and tuition fee loans
VAL_amountLabel
You have answered that you currently owe £{#amount}. Is this correct? Press next if this is
correct, or please amend your answer.

IF (HIST8LOOP_1_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_1_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_2_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_2_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_3_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_3_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_4_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_4_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_5_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_5_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_6_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_6_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_7_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_7_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_8_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_8_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_9_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_9_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_10_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_10_UsualP = 2) or any(usual8, 2, 3)
| GRANTREC
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| Some students are eligible for scholarships, government grants or for bursaries from
| universities and institutions. This is money paid to help with the costs of going to college
| or university which students do not have to pay back after they finish their course.
| Have you ever received one of the following?
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each option.
| 1. A grant (e.g. Maintenance grant or Special Support grant)
| 2. A bursary from your institution
| 3. A scholarship
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
GRANTRECQuestionTextInsert1
1. college
2. university
3. college and university

GRANTRECQuestionTextInsert2
1. Do you currently receive
2. Have you ever received
IF (HIST8LOOP_1_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_1_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_2_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_2_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_3_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_3_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_4_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_4_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_5_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_5_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_6_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_6_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_7_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_7_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_8_UsualP = 3) or
(HIST8LOOP_8_UsualP = 2) or (HIST8LOOP_9_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_9_UsualP = 2) or
(HIST8LOOP_10_UsualP = 3) or (HIST8LOOP_10_UsualP = 2) or any(usual8, 2, 3)
| FUNDSTUD
| Excluding any student loans, scholarships, grants and bursaries you have already
| mentioned, how have you paid for your fees and living expenses when you have been at
| {#FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsert2}?
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each option.
| 1. Borrowing money from a bank or similar organisation (include credit cards or
overdrafts)
| 2. Sponsorship or financial support from an employer
| 3. Doing paid work during term-time
| 4. Doing paid work during the holidays
| 5. Money from parents or other family members
| 6. Money from friends
| 7. Your own savings
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| 8. Support from parents (for example paying tuition fees, accommodation costs or living
costs)
| 9. Money from anywhere else
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsert1
1. Do
2. Did
FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsert2
1. college
2. university
3. college and university
FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsert3
1. How
FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsert4
1. And in which other ways, apart from the {#FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsertLoanType:b:L}
you have just mentioned
FUNDSTUDQuestionTextInsertLoanType
1. student loans
2. scholarships, grants and bursaries
IF FUNDSTUD_MoneyFromAnywhereElse=1 and QFUNDSTUDO_Codes = -1
| QFUNDSTUDO
| And where else have you got money from to pay for your fees and living expenses when at
| {#QFUNDSTUDOQuestionTextInsert3}?
| Please enter your answer in the box below
QFUNDSTUDOQuestionTextInsert1
1. Do
2. Did
QFUNDSTUDOQuestionTextInsert2
1. were
2. are
QFUNDSTUDOQuestionTextInsert3
1. college
2. university
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3. college and university

Section 5.5 Partner education
IF NRANY=1
| QEDPAR
| We would also like to ask about your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s education.
| Which, if any, of the following qualifications {#QEDPARQuestionTextInsert2} have?
| Please select all that apply.
| 1. Higher degree (Masters or PhD)
| 2. Postgraduate diplomas including PGCE
| 3. Degree (BA, BSc or BEd)
| 4. Professional qualifications at degree level e.g. graduate member of professional
institute, chartered accountant or surveyor
| 5. A Level/ AS level/ Scottish Highers, Scottish Higher Certificate
| 6. GCSE/ O level / SCE Standard
| 7. Vocational qualifications (e.g. NVQ)
| 8. Higher education diploma
| 9. Nursing or paramedical qualifications
| 10. Other qualifications
| 11. No qualifications
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
QEDPARQuestionTextInsert1
1. husband
2. wife
3. partner
QEDPARQuestionTextInsert2
1. does he
2. does she
3. do they
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MODULE 6: HEALTH AND WELL BEING
Section 6.1 General Health
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| GENA
| The next set of questions are about your health.
|
| How would you describe your health generally?
| 1. Excellent
| 2. Very good
| 3. Good
| 4. Fair
| 5. Poor
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| LOIL
| Do you have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting or expected to
| last 12 months or more?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF LOIL=1
| LOLR
| Do any of these conditions or illnesses affect you in any of the following areas?
|
| Please answer Yes or No for each area.
| 1. Vision (for example blindness or partial sight)
| 2. Hearing (for example deafness or partial hearing)
| 3. Mobility (for example walking short distances or climbing stairs)
| 4. Dexterity (for example lifting and carrying objects, using a keyboard)
| 5. Learning or understanding or concentrating
| 6. Memory
| 7. Mental health
| 8. Stamina or breathing or fatigue
| 9. Socially or behaviourally (for example associated with autism, attention deficit disorder
or Asperger’s Syndrome)
| 10. Other (please describe)
IF LOIL=1
| LOLM
| {#LOLMQuestionText} reduce your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?
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| 1. Yes, a lot
| 2. Yes, a little
| 3. Not at all
LOLMQuestionText
1. Does your condition or illness
2. Do any of your conditions or illnesses
IF any(LOLM,1,2)
| LOLP
| For how long has your ability to carry out day-to-day activities been reduced?
| 1. Less than six months
| 2. Between six months and 12 months
| 3. 12 months or more

Section 6.2 Height and weight
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| HEIGHTUNIT
| The next question is about your height. Would you prefer to answer in metres and
| centimetres or in feet and inches?
| 1. Metres and centimetres
| 2. Feet and inches
HtMetresIntro
How tall are you without shoes?
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate.
Enter metres and centimetres below.
IF HEIGHTUNIT =1
| HTMETRES
|m
IF HEIGHTUNIT =1 and HTMETRES >= 0
| HTCMS
| cm
VAL_HEIGHTMETRICLabel
You have answered that you are {#HTMETRES}m {#HTCMS}cm tall. Is this correct? If
correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
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VAL_HEIGHTMETRICHARDLabel
Please enter a value for centimetres, this value can be 0 if appropriate
HtFeetIntro
How tall are you without shoes?
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate.
Enter feet and inches below.
IF HEIGHTUNIT =2
| HTFEET
| feet
IF HEIGHTUNIT = 2 and HTFEET > 0
| HTINCHES
| inches
VAL_HEIGHTIMPERIALLabel
You have answered that you are {#HTFEET} feet {#HTINCHES} inches tall. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
VAL_HEIGHTIMPERIALHARDLabel
Please enter a value for inches, this value can be 0 if appropriate
IF HEIGHTUNIT >0 and ( (HTMETRES>=0 and HTCMS>=0) or (HTFEET >=0 and HTINCHES
>=0) )
| HEIGHT
| COMPUTE: Height in metric from answers given above.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| WEIGHTUNIT
| The next question is about your weight. Would you prefer to answer in kilograms or in
| stones and pounds?
| 1. Kilograms
| 2. Stones and pounds
WtKilosIntro
What is your weight without clothes in kilograms?
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate.
Enter kilograms below.
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IF WEIGHTUNIT =1
| WTKILOS
| Kg
VAL_WEIGHTMETRICLabel
You have answered that you weigh {#WTKILOS}kg. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or
please amend your answer.
WTSTONEIntro
What is your weight without clothes in stones and pounds?
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate.
Enter stones and pounds below.
IF WEIGHTUNIT =2
| WTSTONE
| Stones
IF WEIGHTUNIT =2 and WTSTONE >= 0
| WTPOUNDS
| Pounds
VAL_WEIGHTIMPERIALLabel
You have answered that you weigh {#WTSTONE} stone {#WTPOUNDS} pounds. Is this
correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
VAL_WEIGHTIMPERIALHARDLabel
Please enter a value for pounds, this value can be 0 if appropriate
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| WEIGHT
| COMPUTE: Weight in metric from answers given above.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| WTASSESS
| Which of the following describes your weight?
| 1. About the right weight
| 2. Underweight
| 3. Slightly overweight
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| 4. Very overweight

Section 6.3 Exercise
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| EXERCISE
| On how many days in a typical week do you do 30 minutes or more of exercise where you
| are working hard enough to raise your heart rate and break into a sweat?
|
| Include exercise done through work and other day-to-day activities.

Section 6.4 Sleep
Sleep2Intro
During the last four weeks, how many hours did you sleep each night on average?
Answer to the nearest hour.
Please enter hours.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| SLEEP2
| Hours
VAL_SLEEP2Label
You have answered that you sleep an average of {#SLEEP2} hours. Is this correct? If correct
press Next, or please amend your answer.

Section 6.5 Diet
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| Fizzy
| How often, on average, do you have fizzy drinks, or soft drinks like squash, excluding diet
| or sugar free drinks?
| 1. 6 or more times a week
| 2. 3-5 times a week
| 3. 1-2 times a week
| 4. Less than once a week
| 5. Rarely or never
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Section 6.6 Accident & Injury
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| NumAdmn
| In the last 12 months, on how many different occasions have you had day-surgery or been
| admitted to a hospital or clinic for an overnight or longer stay?{NumAdmnRHELP}
VAL_NumAdmnLabel
You have answered that you have had day-surgery or been admitted to hospital or a clinic
for an overnight stay or longer on {#NumAdmn} occasions in the last 12 months. Is this
correct? Press next if this is correct, or please amend your answer
VAL_AccidNoLabel
You have answered that you have had {#AccidNo} accidents since September 2006. Is this
is correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your answer
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MODULE 7: IDENTITY AND PARTICIPATION
Section 7.1 Ethnic group
IF Sample_FF_Ethnic=0
| ETHNICCAT
| What is your ethnic group?
| 1. White
| 2. Mixed or multiple ethnic groups
| 3. Asian or Asian British
| 4. Black or Black British
| 5. Arab
| 6. Other (please describe)
IF ETHNICCAT = 1
| ETHNWH
| What is your ethnic group?
| 1. White British (English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish)
| 2. White Irish
| 3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller
| 4. Any other White background (please describe)
IF ETHNICCAT = 2
| ETHNMX
| What is your ethnic group?
| 1. Mixed White and Black Caribbean
| 2. Mixed White and Black African
| 3. Mixed White and Asian
| 4. Any other mixed or multiple ethnic background (please describe)
IF ETHNICCAT = 3
| ETHNAS
| What is your ethnic group?
| 1. Indian
| 2. Pakistani
| 3. Bangladeshi
| 4. Chinese
| 5. Any other Asian background (please describe)
IF ETHNICCAT = 4
| ETHNBL
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| What is your ethnic group?
| 1. Black African
| 2. Black Caribbean
| 3. Any other Black background (please describe)
IF Sample_FF_Ethnic=0
| ETHNIC
| COMPUTED: from questions above
| 1. White - English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
| 2. White - Irish
| 3. White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
| 4. Any other White background
| 5. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black Caribbean
| 6. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black African
| 7. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Asian
| 8. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background
| 9. Asian/Asian British - Indian
| 10. Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
| 11. Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
| 12. Asian/Asian British - Chinese
| 13. Any other Asian background
| 14. Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - African
| 15. Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - Caribbean
| 16. Any other Black/African/Caribbean background
| 17. Other Ethnic group - Arab
| 18. Any other ethnic group
IF NRANY=1
| ETHNIPCAT
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s ethnic group?
| 1. White
| 2. Mixed or multiple ethnic groups
| 3. Asian or Asian British
| 4. Black or Black British
| 5. Arab
| 6. Other (please describe)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
ETHNRelQuestionTextInsert1
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1. husband
2. wife
3. partner
IF ETHNIPCAT = 1
| ETHNWHP
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s ethnic group?
| 1. White British (English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish)
| 2. White Irish
| 3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller
| 4. Any other White background (please describe)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF ETHNIPCAT = 2
| ETHNMXP
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s ethnic group?
| 1. Mixed White and Black Caribbean
| 2. Mixed White and Black African
| 3. Mixed White and Asian
| 4. Any other mixed or multiple ethnic background (please describe)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF ETHNIPCAT = 3
| ETHNASP
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s ethnic group?
| 1. Indian
| 2. Pakistani
| 3. Bangladeshi
| 4. Chinese
| 5. Any other Asian background (please describe)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
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3. wife
4. partner
IF ETHNIPCAT = 4
| ETHNBLP
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s ethnic group?
| 1. Black African
| 2. Black Caribbean
| 3. Any other Black background (please describe)
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF NRANY=1
| ETHNICP
| COMPUTED: from questions above
| 1. White - English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
| 2. White - Irish
| 3. White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
| 4. Any other White background
| 5. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black Caribbean
| 6. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Black African
| 7. Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - White and Asian
| 8. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background
| 9. Asian/Asian British - Indian
| 10. Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
| 11. Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
| 12. Asian/Asian British - Chinese
| 13. Any other Asian background
| 14. Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - African
| 15. Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - Caribbean
| 16. Any other Black/African/Caribbean background
| 17. Other Ethnic group - Arab
| 18. Any other ethnic group

Section 7.2 Religion
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| RELIGION
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| What is your religion?
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| RELSERV
| How often, if ever, do you attend any kind of religious service or meeting?
| 1. Once a week or more
| 2. Once a month or more
| 3. Sometimes but less than once a month
| 4. Never or very rarely

Section 7.3 Social Networks
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| FAMMT
| How often do you meet up with any members of your family who you do not live with?
| 1. Three or more times a week
| 2. Once or twice a week
| 3. Once or twice a month
| 4. Every few months
| 5. Once or twice a year
| 6. Less than once a year
| 7. Never
| 8. Not applicable - do not have any {friendsfamily}
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| FREMT
| How often do you meet up with any of your friends?
| 1. Three or more times a week
| 2. Once or twice a week
| 3. Once or twice a month
| 4. Every few months
| 5. Once or twice a year
| 6. Less than once a year
| 7. Never
| 8. Not applicable - do not have any {friendsfamily}
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| Talk
| If you needed to talk about your problems and feelings, how much would the people
| around you be willing to listen?
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| 1. Not at all
| 2. A little
| 3. Somewhat
| 4. A great deal

Section 7.4 Trust
IF Mode=1
| TRUST_WEB
| On a scale from 0-10 where 0 means you are not at all trusting of other people and 10
| means you are extremely trusting of other people, how trusting of other people would you
| say you are?
| 1.
0
Not at all trusting
| 2.
1
| 3.
2
| 4.
3
| 5.
4
| 6.
5
| 7.
6
| 8.
7
| 9.
8
| 10.
9
| 11.
10
Extremely trusting
IF any(Mode,2,3)
| TRUST_CATI
| On a scale from 0-10 where 0 means you are not at all trusting of other people and 10
means you are extremely trusting of other people, how trusting of other people would you
say you are?
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Section 7.5 Risk
IF Mode=1
| RISK_WEB
| On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is never and 10 is always, how willing to take risks would you
say you are?
| 1.
0
Never
| 2.
1
| 3.
2
| 4.
3
| 5.
4
| 6.
5
| 7.
6
| 8.
7
| 9.
8
| 10.
9
| 11.
10
Always
IF any(Mode,2,3)
| RISK_CATI
| On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is never and 10 is always, how willing to take risks would you
say you are?

Section 7.6 Patience
IF Mode=1
| PATIENCE_WEB
| On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is very impatient and 10 is very patient, how patient would
you say you are?
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| 1.
0
Very impatient
| 2.
1
| 3.
2
| 4.
3
| 5.
4
| 6.
5
| 7.
6
| 8.
7
| 9.
8
| 10.
9
| 11.
10
Very patient
IF any(Mode,2,3)
| PATIENCE_CATI
| On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is very impatient and 10 is very patient, how patient would
you say you are?

Section 7.7 Meritocratic beliefs
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| BeliefA
| Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
|
| It is easier now for people like me to get on and improve things for themselves than it was
| for my parents.
| 1. Strongly agree
| 2. Agree
| 3. Disagree
| 4. Strongly disagree
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IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| BeliefB
| Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
|
| Britain today is a place where hard work is rewarded.
| 1. Strongly agree
| 2. Agree
| 3. Disagree
| 4. Strongly disagree

Section 7.8 Adult Identity
Adult
Please say how true you think the following statements are.
Please select one answer per row.
1. You consider yourself to be an adult
2. You feel respected by others as an adult
3. You feel you have matured fully
GRID COLS
1. Not at all true
2. Somewhat true
3. Mostly true
4. Entirely true

Section 7.9 Leisure
LEISUREA
Please say how often you do the following activities.
Please select one answer on every row.
1. Play sport or exercise such as going walking, cycling, swimming or attending keep-fit
classes
2. Go to the cinema, concerts, theatre or other live performances
3. Visit a museum or gallery
4. Have a meal in a restaurant or café
5. Go to a pub/bar or club
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6. Attend leisure activity groups such as evening classes (not sport/exercise related)
GRID COLS
1. At least once a week
2. At least once a month
3. Less often
4. Never
LEISUREB
Please say how often you do the following activities.
Please select one answer on every row.
1. Attend meetings for local groups/ voluntary organisations
2. Unpaid voluntary work, give unpaid help to other people e.g. a friend, neighbour, or
someone else (but not a relative)
3. Give money to a charity /Take part in a fundraising event
4. Take part in a public meeting or rally/Take part in a public demonstration or protest
GRID COLS
1. At least once a week
2. At least once a month
3. Less often
4. Never

Section 7.10 Politics
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| POL1
| How interested would you say you are in politics?
| 1. Very interested
| 2. Fairly interested
| 3. Not very interested
| 4. Not at all interested

Section 7.11 Social Media
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| SOCIALMED
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| On a normal weekday, how many hours do you spend visiting a social networking website
| such as Facebook, Bebo, MySpace, Hi5 or Twitter?
|
| Please answer to the nearest hour.
|
| Please enter number of hours, between 0 and 24, in the box below.
VAL_SOCIALMEDLabel
You have answered that you visit social networking sites an average of {#SOCIALMED}
hours on a normal weekday. Is this correct? Press next if this is correct, or please amend
your answer.
VAL_SOCIALMEDLabelHard
You have answered that you visit social networking sites more than 24 hours a day. Please
amend your answer.
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MODULE 8: SELF COMPLETION
Section 8.1 Self-completion instructions
IF mode=3
| CASISTART
| I now have some questions for you to answer yourself on the computer.
| 1. Accepted as self-completion
| 2. Accepted self-completion but interviewer to complete due to reading/sight problems
etc.
| 3. Refused self-completion
| 4. Not able to do self-completion
IF CASISTART=3
| SCRF
| 1. Didn't like computer
| 2. Child crying/needed attention etc.
| 3. Worried about confidentiality
| 4. Concerned because someone else was present
| 5. Couldn't be bothered
| 6. Interview taking too long/ran out of time
| 7. Other (please describe)
IF CASISTART=4
| SCUN
| 1. Eyesight problems
| 2. Reading/literacy problems
| 3. Language problems
| 4. Other

Section 8.2 Gender identity/sexual orientation
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or Mode=1
| Sexuality
| Which of the following options best describes how you think of yourself?
| 1. Heterosexual / Straight
| 2. Gay / Lesbian
| 3. Bisexual
| 4. Other
IF Mode = 2: “I will now read out a list of terms people sometimes use to describe how they
think of themselves: Heterosexual or straight; Gay or lesbian; or Bisexual.
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As I read the list again please say ‘yes’ when you hear the option that best describes how
you think of yourself.”}

Section 8.3 Locus of control IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| Locus
| How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements:
|
| Please select one answer on every row
| 1. If someone is not a success in life, it is usually their own fault
| 2. I can pretty much decide what will happen in my life
| 3. How well you get on in this world is mostly a matter of luck
| 4. If you work hard at something you’ll usually succeed
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Strongly agree
| 2. Agree
| 3. Disagree
| 4. Strongly disagree

Section 8.4 Overall life satisfaction
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| OSatis
| How dissatisfied or satisfied are you about the way your life has turned out so far?
| 1. Very satisfied
| 2. Fairly satisfied
| 3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
| 4. Fairly dissatisfied
| 5. Very dissatisfied

Section 8.5 GHQ-12
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ121
| Have you recently been able to concentrate on what you’re doing?
| 1. Better than usual
| 2. Same as usual
| 3. Less than usual
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| 4. Much less than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ122
| Have you recently lost much sleep over worry?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ123
| Have you recently felt that you are playing a useful part in things?
| 1. More so than usual
| 2. Same as usual
| 3. Less useful than usual
| 4. Much less useful
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ124
| Have you recently felt capable of making decisions about things?
| 1. More so than usual
| 2. Same as usual
| 3. Less so than usual
| 4. Much less capable
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ125
| Have you recently felt constantly under strain?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ126
| Have you recently felt you couldn’t overcome your difficulties?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
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| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ127
| Have you recently been able to enjoy your normal day to day activities?
| 1. More so than usual
| 2. Same as usual
| 3. Less so than usual
| 4. Much less than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ128
| Have you recently been able to face up to your problems?
| 1. More so than usual
| 2. Same as usual
| 3. Less able than usual
| 4. Much less able
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ129
| Have you recently been feeling unhappy or depressed?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ1210
| Have you recently been losing confidence in yourself?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ1211
| Have you recently been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?
| 1. Not at all
| 2. No more than usual
| 3. Rather more than usual
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| 4. Much more than usual
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| GHQ1212
| Have you recently been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered?
| 1. More so than usual
| 2. About the same as usual
| 3. Less so than usual
| 4. Much less than usual

Section 8.6 Drinking
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| AUDIT1
| How often do you have a drink containing alcohol?
| 1. Never
| 2. Monthly or less
| 3. 2-4 times a month
| 4. 2-3 times a week
| 5. 4 or more times a week
IF range(AUDIT1,2,5)
| AUDIT2
| How many drinks containing alcohol do you drink on a typical day when you are
| drinking?
| 1. 1-2 drinks
| 2. 3-4 drinks
| 3. 5-6 drinks
| 4. 7-9 drinks
| 5. 10 plus drinks
IF range(AUDIT1,2,5)
| AUDIT6
| How often have you had {#AUDIT6QuestionTextInsert} or more drinks on one occasion in
| the past year?
| 1. Never
| 2. Less than monthly
| 3. Monthly
| 4. Weekly
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| 5. Daily, or almost daily
AUDIT6QuestionTextInsert
1. six
2. eight

Section 8.7 Smoking
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| SMOKING
| Now some questions about smoking. Which of the following statements applies to you?
| 1. I’ve never smoked cigarettes
| 2. I used to smoke cigarettes but don’t at all now
| 3. I now smoke cigarettes occasionally but not every day
| 4. I smoke cigarettes every day
IF SMOKING=4
| NofCigsIntro
| How many cigarettes a day do you usually smoke?
IF SMOKING=4
| NOFCIGS
| cigarettes a day
VAL_NOFCIGS_Label
You reported that you smoke {#NOfCigs} cigarettes a day. Is this correct?
If correct, press Next or please amend your answer.
IF any(Smoking,2,3)
| EXSMOKER
| Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly - regularly meaning at least one cigarette a day
| for 12 months or more?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF exsmoker=1 or smoking=4
| AGESTART
| At what age did you start smoking regularly?
VAL_AGESTART_Label
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You reported that you started smoking aged {#AGESTART}. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
IF exsmoker=1
| AGEQUIT
| How old were you when you last smoked cigarettes regularly?
VAL_AGEQUIT_Label
You reported that you last smoked regularly aged {#AGEQUIT}. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
IF any(CASISTART,1,2) or any(mode,1,2)
| ECIGUSE
| This question is about e-cigarettes. Which of the following statements applies to you?
| 1. I have never tried e-cigarettes
| 2. I have tried e-cigarettes but don’t use them at all now
| 3. I now use e-cigarettes occasionally but not every day
| 4. I use e-cigarettes every day
Senwebx
We would like to ask you about some other important health and wellbeing issues. The
questions we would like to ask you are about drug use, self-harm, sexual experiences,
bullying and crime.
We ask questions about these important issues as they help us understand what life is
really like for your generation.
You can skip any question you prefer not to answer and your name will not be linked to the
answers you give.

Section 8.8 DRUGS
IF CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2)
| DrugYP1
| The next few questions are about drugs, not including legal highs or prescribed
| medication.
| Have you ever taken any of the following?
| Please select Yes or No for each drug.
| 1. Cannabis or Marijuana (also called Dope, Pot, Blow, Hash, Skunk, Puff, Grass, Draw,
Ganja, Spliff, Smoke, Weed, Wacky Backy)
| 2. Cocaine (also called Coke, Charlie, ‘C’, Snow, Percy, Toot)
| 3. Acid or LSD (also called Trips, Dots, Flash, Smilies)
| 4. Ecstasy (also called ‘E’, Mitsubishis, Rolex’s, Dolphins, XTC)
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| 5. Heroin (also called Brown, Smack, Skag, Horse, Gear, ‘H’)
| 6. Crack (also called Rocks, Stones, Freebase, Wash)
| 7. Speed or Amphetamines (also called Whizz, Sulphate, Billy, Methamphetamine, Crystal
Meth, Dexies)
| 8. Ketamine (also called Green, ‘K’, super K)
| 9. Mephedrone or Meow Meow (also called M-Cat, Bubble, Charge, Drone, 4MMC)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF any at DrugYP1=1
| DrugYP2
| And have you taken any of the following in the last 12 months?
| Please select Yes or No for each drug.
| 1. Cannabis or Marijuana (also called Dope, Pot, Blow, Hash, Skunk, Puff, Grass, Draw,
Ganja, Spliff, Smoke, Weed, Wacky Backy)
| 2. Cocaine (also called Coke, Charlie, ‘C’, Snow, Percy, Toot)
| 3. Acid or LSD (also called Trips, Dots, Flash, Smilies)
| 4. Ecstasy (also called ‘E’, Mitsubishis, Rolex’s, Dolphins, XTC)
| 5. Heroin (also called Brown, Smack, Skag, Horse, Gear, ‘H’)
| 6. Crack (also called Rocks, Stones, Freebase, Wash)
| 7. Speed or Amphetamines (also called Whizz, Sulphate, Billy, Methamphetamine, Crystal
Meth, Dexies)
| 8. Ketamine (also called Green, ‘K’, super K)
| 9. Mephedrone or Meow Meow (also called M-Cat, Bubble, Charge, Drone, 4MMC)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF any at DrugYP2=1
| DrugYP3
| In the last 4 weeks have you taken any of the following?
| Please select Yes or No for each drug.
| 1. Cannabis or Marijuana (also called Dope, Pot, Blow, Hash, Skunk, Puff, Grass, Draw,
Ganja, Spliff, Smoke, Weed, Wacky Backy)
| 2. Cocaine (also called Coke, Charlie, ‘C’, Snow, Percy, Toot)
| 3. Acid or LSD (also called Trips, Dots, Flash, Smilies)
| 4. Ecstasy (also called ‘E’, Mitsubishis, Rolex’s, Dolphins, XTC)
| 5. Heroin (also called Brown, Smack, Skag, Horse, Gear, ‘H’)
| 6. Crack (also called Rocks, Stones, Freebase, Wash)
| 7. Speed or Amphetamines (also called Whizz, Sulphate, Billy, Methamphetamine, Crystal
Meth, Dexies)
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| 8. Ketamine (also called Green, ‘K’, super K)
| 9. Mephedrone or Meow Meow (also called M-Cat, Bubble, Charge, Drone, 4MMC)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
VAL_DrugYP
Please provide an answer or select ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Don’t want to answer’

Section 8.9 Self-Harm
IF CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2)
| HARM
| In the past year have you hurt yourself on purpose in any way?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF harm=1
| HARM2
| How often do you self harm?
| 1. More than once a day
| 2. Once a day
| 3. Several times a week
| 4. Once a week
| 5. Two or more times a month
| 6. Once a month
| 7. Several times a year
| 8. Once a year
| 9. Less often

Section 8.10 Crime and harassment
IF CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2)
| CJScontact
| In the last 12 months, have you experienced any of the following?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each row.
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| 1. Been given a warning by a police officer
| 2. Been arrested by a police officer and taken to a police station
| 3. Been formally cautioned by a police officer at a police station
| 4. Been found guilty by a court
| 5. Been given a Penalty Notice for Disorder (PND)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
VAL_CJSContact
Please provide an answer or select ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Don’t want to answer’

Section 8.11 Bullying
IF CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2)
| BullyType
| In the past 12 months, have you experienced any of the following?
|
| Please select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each row.
| 1. Experienced name calling, being the butt of jokes or other verbal abuse
| 2. Had gossip spread about you, been ignored or other emotional abuse
| 3. Been punched, kicked, assaulted or other physical abuse
| 4. Been harassed or bothered via mobile phone or email
| 5. Had pictures of you or rumours spread about you via phone, email or the internet
| 6. Had things stolen from you
| 7. Had an unwelcome sexual approach or been sexually assaulted
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF any(1, BullyType_ExperiencedName_slice to BullyType_HadAnUnwelcomeSexual_slice)
| BullyMotivation
| Do you think any of the things you have experienced were motivated by the following?
|
| Please select Yes or No for each row.
| 1. Racism
| 2. Sexism
| 3. Sexual orientation
| 4. Ageism
| 5. Disability discrimination
| 6. Your appearance
|
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| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
VAL_Bully
Please provide an answer or select ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Don’t want to answer’

Section 8.12 Sexual Behaviour
IF CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2)
| SexEver
| Have you ever willingly had sexual intercourse with someone?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF sexever=1
| SexAge
| How old were you when you first willingly had sexual intercourse?
VAL_SexAge_Label
You reported that you first had sex aged {#SexAge}. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
IF sexever=1
| SexNumPart
| How many different sexual partners have you had?
VAL_SexNumPart_Label
You reported that you have had {#SexNumPart} sexual partners. Is this correct?
If correct press Next, or please amend your answer.
IF sexever=1
| SexSafeEver
| Have you ever had sex without using precautions or contraception?
|
| Please do not include any times when you might have been trying for a baby.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
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IF SexSafeEver=1
| SexSafeFreq
| How often would you say you have sex without using precautions or contraception?
|
| Please do not include any times when you might be trying for a baby.
| 1. Rarely
| 2. Less than half the time
| 3. Around half the time
| 4. Most times
| 5. Always
IF sexever=1
| STIever
| Have you ever contracted a sexually transmitted infection (such as Chlamydia,
| gonorrhoea or genital warts)?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF STIever =1
| STITreat
| Have you ever had treatment for a sexually transmitted infection?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No

Section 8.13 Pregnancy History
IF CMSEX8=2 and SexEver=1 and (CASISTART=1 or any(mode,1,2))
| EVERPREG
| The next few questions are about pregnancies.
|
| Have you ever had any pregnancies which resulted in a still-birth, miscarriage or
| termination?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF everpreg=1
| PREGMANY
| How many times have you had a pregnancy which resulted in a still-birth, miscarriage or
| termination?
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IF everpreg=1
| PREGA
| {#PREGAQuestionTextInsert} the pregnancy result in a still-birth, miscarriage or
| termination? {PREGAHELP}
| 1. Still birth
| 2. Miscarriage
| 3. Termination
PREGAQuestionTextInsert
1. On the most recent occasion, did
2. Did
PREGAHELPTITLE
What is the difference between a still birth and a miscarriage?
PREGAHELP
Still birth is the delivery of a baby at or after the 26th week of pregnancy. Miscarriage is the
loss of a foetus earlier than the 26th week of pregnancy.
IF everpreg=1
| PREGNUM
| {#PREGNUMQuestionTextInsert} many babies were you carrying during this pregnancy?
PREGNUMQuestionTextInsert
1. Thinking about your most recent pregnancy loss, how
2. How
IF PREGNUM>1
| PRELB
| Were any of the babies you were carrying born alive?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF Prelb=1 and PREGNUM > 2
| PRELBN
| How many of the babies you were carrying were born alive?
VAL_PRELBN_Label
You have said that you were carrying {#PREGNUM} babies during this pregnancy, and that
{#PRELBN} were born alive. Is this correct? If correct press Next, or please amend your
answer.
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IF everpreg=1
| PREGEintro
| What was the date of this {#PREGEYQuestionTextInsert1}
| {#PREGEYQuestionTextInsert2}?
|
| PREGEM
| Select Month:
|
| PREGEY
| Enter year:
|
| PREGEYQuestionTextInsert1
| 1. most recent
|
| PREGEYQuestionTextInsert2
| 1. still birth
| 2. miscarriage
| 3. termination
| 4. still birth, miscarriage, or termination
IF CASISTART=1 and mode=3
| CASIEND
| Thank you. Please now return the computer to the Interviewer
IF CASISTART=1 and mode=3
| CASIIntNo
| INTERVIEWER: ENTER YOUR INTERVIEWER NUMBER TO CONTINUE
VAL_CASIIntNo_Label
The number that you entered doesn’t match your interviewer number.

MODULE 9: DATA LINKAGE
Consintro
We’d like your agreement to add information about you from administrative records, held
by a number of government departments and agencies, to the information we collect
throughout the study.
Adding details from these existing records will greatly enhance the value of the information
you give us, as it will help us to build a more detailed picture of what life is like for your
generation.
You can choose which permissions to give at the next few questions and there will be an
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opportunity to review and confirm your choices at the end.
More information about this is provided:
•
in the video below,
•
at the help links in the next few questions,
•
in the yellow {booklet} ‘Adding other information about you’,
•
and {FAQ}.
You can also contact our {studyteam} free of charge.

{ConsHELP} {Cons2HELP}
CONSHELPTITLE
Why do you want to add other data about me?
CONSHELP
RefType="img" src="ns8.htm_files\benefits.png" alt="Benefits diagram"
CONS2HELPTITLE
How does this process work?
CONS2HELP
RefType="img" src="ns8.htm_files\process.png" alt="Process diagram"
ConsStart
Thank you. The next few questions ask whether you are happy to add information from
these records to the information collected about you in the study.
HSCIC
textfill for HSCIC by mode and country
1. Health and Social Care Information Centre
2. NHS Scotland
3. NHS Wales
4. NHS Northern Ireland
NHSPageIntro
Health records: P{#Sample.FF_NHSPAGE} of the yellow {booklet}.
{NHS1HELP}{NHS2HELP}{NHS3HELP}
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NHS
Records produced by the {NHS} and maintained by {#HSCIC} include information about use
of health services, health conditions and treatments provided.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to {#HSCIC} so
that my NHS health records can be identified and sent to the Next Steps research team to be
added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
NHS1HELPTITLE
Which records would Next Steps like to add?
NHS1HELP
The National Health Service (NHS) routinely updates medical and health-related records
for all patients accessing NHS health services throughout their lives. This information is
centrally managed by the Health and Social Care Information Centre.
Cosmetic and other procedures provided through private health care are not included.
NHS2HELPTITLE
What do these records include?
NHS2HELP
Health records include:
•
use of NHS health services, such as visits to the doctor, nurse or midwife, hospital
attendance or admission and the dates and waiting times of these visits
•
health diagnoses or conditions
•
medicines, surgical procedures or other treatments received
•
NHS number
Sharing information from these records will not affect your treatment as a patient.
NHS3HELPTITLE
Why is it helpful to add this information?
NHS3HELP
This study has huge potential to advance our understanding of health and illness and to
change the way that conditions are screened, managed and treated.
This information can help researchers understand:
•
what factors prevent or contribute to poor health
•
how health conditions can be treated or managed effectively
•
how early life experiences affect health later in life
EduBooklet
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Edu
Records kept by the {DFE}, the {DBIS} and the {HESA} include information about your
participation and achievement in school, further and higher education as well as details
about the school, college, university or training centre you attended.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to the
Departments and Agencies named above so that my records can be identified and sent
to the Next Steps research team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
EDU1HELPTITLE
Which records would Next Steps like to add?
EDU1HELP
Education and training records are kept by the Department of Education (up to age 19), the
Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (from age 16) and the Higher Education
Statistics Agency (for those in higher education).
Records held by the Universities and Colleges Admission Service and Student Loans
Company relate to higher education.
Please consider giving permission to add information from these records, even if you did
not continue with further or higher education, as it will mean that we can establish if you
return to education in the future.
EDU2HELPTITLE
What do these records include?
EDU2HELP
Education and training records include information about:
•
participation in school, further and higher education as well as any test and exam
results
•
vocational training and awards
•
characteristics of the school, college, university or training centre attended, such as the
profile of students; e.g. age, ethnicity and special educational needs
Records kept by the Universities and Colleges Admission Service include information about
higher education applications and offers.
Records kept by the Student Loans Company include information about payments of
student support.
EDU3HELPTITLE
Why is it helpful to add this information?
EDU3HELP
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Understanding your experiences during and after leaving school can help shape better
education and training opportunities for your generation and the next.
Using extra details from your education records researchers can start to explain:
•
what job opportunities different training routes can lead to
•
what skills and qualifications are gained after leaving school
•
how skills gained can influence the direction of your working life
EDUIntro
Education records: P{#Sample.FF_EDUPAGE}-{#Sample.FF_SLCPAGE} of the yellow
{booklet}.
{EDU1HELP}{EDU2HELP}{EDU3HELP}
UCAS
Records kept by the {UCAS} include information about higher education applications and
offers.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to the
Universities and Colleges Admission Service so that my records can be identified and
sent to the Next Steps research team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
SLC
Records kept by the {SLC} include information about payments of student support.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to the Student
Loans Company so that my records can be identified and sent to the Next Steps research
team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
DWP
Records kept by the {DWP} include information about benefit receipt and participation in
employment programs.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to the
Department of Work and Pensions so that my records can be identified and sent to the
Next Steps research team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
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HMRCIntro
Work and benefit records: P{#Sample.FF_HMRCPAGE} of the yellow {booklet}.
{HMRC1HELP} {HMRC2HELP} {HMRC3HELP}
HMRC
Records kept by {HMRC} include information about employment, earnings, tax credits,
occupational pensions and National Insurance contributions.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs so that my records can be identified and sent to the Next
Steps research team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
HMRC1HELPTITLE
Which records would Next Steps like to add?
HMRC1HELP
Economic records are kept by the Department of Work and Pensions and Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs, usually starting when you reach age 16.
HMRC2HELPTITLE
What do these records include?
HMRC2HELP
Records kept by the Department of Work and Pensions include information about:
•
benefit claims
•
participation in work programs
Records kept by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs include information about:
•
employment, self-employment and earnings
•
receipt of Tax Credits
•
tax and National Insurance contributions
•
occupational pensions
Your benefits and employment situation will not be affected by sharing these details.
HMRC3HELPTITLE
Why is it helpful to add this information?
HMRC3HELP
This information will send a crucial message about how your generation is managing in this
tough economic climate.
In particular, this information will help researchers understand:
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•
•
•

how financial security affects living standards
how best to support individuals and families with different circumstances
how to help people plan for the future

IF any(1, SLC_SLCconsent, HMRC_HMRCconsent , DWP_DWPconsent) and NINO_Codes NE -8
and NINO_Codes NE -9
| NINO
| Your National Insurance Number can be used to help identify your records accurately.
| Please enter your National Insurance Number if you are happy for us to send this to
| {#NINOQuestionTextInsert}.
|
| The NI number should be in the following format: ‘AB 12 12 12 A’
NINOQuestionTextInsert
1. the Department of Work and Pensions
2. the Department of Work and Pensions and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
3. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
4. the Department of Work and Pensions and the Student Loans Company
5. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs and the Student Loans Company
6. the Department of Work and Pensions, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs and the
Student Loans Company
7. the Student Loans Company
VAL_nino
The NI number should be in the following format: AB 12 12 12 A
MoJIntro
Criminal justice records: P{#Sample.FF_MOJPAGE} of the yellow {booklet}.
{MOJ1HELP}{MOJ2HELP}{MOJ3HELP}
MOJ
Finally, records held by the {MOJ} include information about police arrests, cautions and
convictions.
1. I give permission for my name, address, sex and date of birth to be passed to the
Ministry of Justice so that my records can be identified and sent to the Next Steps research
team to be added to my study information.
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
MOJ1HELPTITLE
Which records would Next Steps like to add?
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MOJ1HELP
Police and criminal justice records are stored on the Police National Computer which is
kept by the Ministry of Justice for those above the minimum age of criminal responsibility.
MOJ2HELPTITLE
What do these records include?
MOJ2HELP
Records kept by the Ministry of Justice include:
•
police arrests and official cautions
•
convictions and sentences received.
Most of you will not have a police record, either now or in the future. It is still just as
important for us to find out that you haven’t had contact with the police as it is for us to
know if you have, as this can help us learn more about what prevents people from
committing crime.
Your survey responses cannot be used by the police to find things out about you that they
do not already know.
MOJ3HELPTITLE
Why is it helpful to add this information?
MOJ3HELP
Crime statistics tell us what types of crime is being committed and whether the crime rate
is rising or falling.
Adding information from police and criminal justice records to the Next Steps data will
help researchers and policy makers to understand much more. This includes how aspects
of life such as home, school, neighbourhood and peer groups affect how likely, or unlikely,
people are to have contact with the police or to commit crime.
Policy makers can use this understanding to develop and focus future crime prevention
policies. This is important as it affects all of us, in one way or another.
ReviewQuestionTextInsert
1. email
2. post
ReviewTextInsert
1. National Health Service (NHS)
2. Department for Education (DfE), Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS),
and Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA)
3. Universities and Colleges Admission Service (UCAS)
4. Student Loans Company (SLC)
5. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
6. Department of Work and Pensions (DWP)
7. Provision of your National Insurance Number to the Department of Work and Pensions,
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Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, and the Student Loans Company.
8. Ministry of Justice (MOJ)
Change
Please confirm or change the permissions you gave below.
1. National Health Service (NHS)
2. Department for Education (DfE), Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS),
and Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA)
3. Universities and Colleges Admission Service (UCAS)
4. Student Loans Company (SLC)
5. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
6. Department of Work and Pensions (DWP)
7. Provision of your National Insurance Number to the Department of Work and Pensions,
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, and the Student Loans Company.
8. Ministry of Justice (MOJ)
GRID COLS
1. Yes
2. No
Thankyou
Thank you. We will send you a confirmation of your choices by post for your records, along
with information about who to contact if you have any further questions.
{ThankyouHELP}
ThankyouHELPTITLE
Who should I contact if I have further questions?
ThankyouHELP
If you have any questions about adding other information, please visit
nextstepsstudy.org.uk, or contact the Next Steps research team at the Centre for
Longitudinal Studies at nextsteps@natcen.ac.uk, on Freephone 0800 977 4566 or by
writing to us at FREEPOST RTHR-TUGG-UTCR, NEXT STEPS, Centre for Longitudinal
Studies, UCL Institute of Education, 20 Bedford Way, London WC1H 0AL
SEC_Health_rec
HEALTH RECORDS
SEC_Economic_rec
ECONOMIC RECORDS
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SEC_Education_rec
EDUCATION RECORDS
SEC_Police_rec
POLICE RECORDS
SEC_None

MODULE 10: CONTACT DETAILS
CCIntro
We would now like to check a few more of your contact details so that we can keep in touch
with you in the future.
IF _Activity8=1,2,3,6
| CCWorkN
| What is your work telephone number?
|
| We will only ever contact you about Next Steps. We will never pass on your contact details
| to anyone else.
|
| Please include the standard dialling code.
VAL_UK_Phone_NumbersOnly
Please only use numbers without any additional characters. For international numbers
please enter 00 at the start instead of +.
VAL_UK_Phone_1011Digits
Your answer is not a valid telephone number. UK phone numbers start with 0 and are 10 or
11 digits. Please check and amend.
VAL_UK_Phone_15digits
Your answer is not a valid telephone number - your phone number should not have more
than 15 digits
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IF NRANY=1
| PARTCON
| It would be very helpful if you could provide us with your
| {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s full name, mobile number and e-mail address, if they
| have them, as this could help us to find you if you move.
|
| Are you happy for us to contact your {#QuestionTextInsert_CRNOWMA} if we cannot get
| in touch with you?
|
| We will only ever contact them if we are trying to contact you about Next Steps. We will
| never pass on their contact details to anyone else.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
1. your
2. husband
3. wife
4. partner
IF PARTCON =1
| CCPRPageIntro
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s full name?
|
| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
| 1. your
| 2. husband
| 3. wife
| 4. partner
|
| CCPRTI
| Title
|
| IF CCPRF_Codes = -1
|| CCPRF
|| First name
|
| CCPRS
| Surname
VAL_CCPRPage
Please provide a complete answer, or select ‘Do not want to answer’
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IF PARTCON =1
| CCPARTELN
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s mobile number?
|
| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
| 1. your
| 2. husband
| 3. wife
| 4. Partner
IF PARTCON =1
| CCPAREM
| What is your {#HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert}’s e-mail address?
|
| HusbandWifePartnerTextInsert
| 1. your
| 2. husband
| 3. wife
| 4. Partner
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| CCST1N
| Is there someone else who we could contact if you were to move so that we could find out
| where you are?
|
| We will only ever contact them if we are trying to contact you about Next Steps. We will
| never pass on their contact details to anyone else.
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF CCST1N = 1
| SC1PageIntro
| What is their full name - title, first name, middle name and surname?
|
| SC1T
| Title
|
| SC1FN
| First name
|
| SC1MN
| Middle name
|
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| SC1SN
| Surname
IF CCST1N = 1
| SC1RELA
| How is this person related to you?
IF CCST1N=1
| SC1APageIntro
| What is their full address?
|
| SC1A1
| First Line
|
| SC1A2
| Second Line
|
| SC1A3
| Third Line
|
| SC1A4
| Town
|
| SC1A5
| County
|
| SC1PC
| Postcode
|
| SC1COUNTRY
| Country
VAL_UK_Postcode
This is not a valid UK post code
IF CCST1N=1
| SCTEL1N
| What is their {#SCTEL1NQuestionTextInsert} telephone number?
|
| Please include dialling code.
SCTEL1NQuestionTextInsert
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1. correct
IF CCST1N=1
| SCTEL2N
| What is their second telephone number?
|
| Please include dialling code.
IF CCST1N=1
| SC1TEMAN
| What is their {#SC1TEMANQuestionTextInsert} e-mail address (if they have one)?
|
| We will only ever contact them if we are trying to contact you. We will never pass on their
| e-mail address to anyone else.
SC1TEMANQuestionTextInsert
1. correct
IF CCST1N = 1 AND (SC1A1=RESPONSE OR SCTEL1N = RESPONSE OR SCTEL2N = RESPONSE
OR SC1TEMAN =1
| SCREM
| Thank you – please could you tell this person that you have provided us with their contact
| details so they are not surprised if we contact them.
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| MOVH
| Are you planning to move from your current address in the next 12 months?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF MOVH=1
| MOVAD
| Do you know the address you will be moving to?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF MOVAD = 1
| CCMOVPageIntro
| What is the address you will be moving to?
|
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| CCMOVA1
| First line
|
| CCMOVA2
| Second line
|
| CCMOVA3
| Third line
|
| CCMOVA4
| Town
|
| CCMOVA5
| County
|
| CCMOVAPC
| Postcode
VAL_CCMOVPage
Please provide at least the first line of the address and the town, or select ‘Do not want to
answer’
VAL_CCMOVPage2
Please choose between filling in an address and checking the refusal box
IF MOVH=1
| MOVPageIntro
| When are you planning to move to this address?
| If you are not sure please give your best estimate
|
| MOVM
| Select month:
| 1. January
| 2. February
| 3. March
| 4. April
| 5. May
| 6. June
| 7. July
| 8. August
| 9. September
| 10. October
| 11. November
| 12. December
|
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| MOVY
| Enter year:
VAL_MOVPage
Please select an answer
IF MOVH=1
| MOVTEL
| Will you have a new home phone number for this new address?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
| 3. I do not know if I will have a new home phone number at this address
|
| IF MOVTEL = 1
|| MOVTELB
|| What is the telephone number of the address you will be moving to?
||
|| Please include dialling code.
IF MOVAD=2
| MOVO
| Is there anything else you can tell us about your plans to move? For example do you know
| which town you will be moving to?
IF Mode=1
| DEVICE
| Which of the following best describes the device you are completing the survey on?
| 1. A desktop computer
| 2. A laptop computer
| 3. A tablet
| 4. A smart phone
| 5. Something else (Please describe)
IF Mode=1
| WHERE
| Where are you completing the survey?
IF Mode=1
| ALONE
| Were you alone when you completed the survey?
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| 1. Yes - all of the time
| 2. Yes - most of the time
| 3. Yes - some of the time
| 4. No - none of the time
IF Mode=1
| MULTITASK
| Did you do any of the following while completing the survey?
| Please choose Yes or No for each answer.
| 1. Talk to others in person
| 2. Talk to others by phone or skype
| 3. Send a text message or instant message
| 4. Send an email
| 5. Visit a social media website
| 6. Visit any other website
| 7. Listen to music
| 8. Watch television (including online)
| 9. Anything else (please describe)
|
| GRID COLS
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
| MultiTaskOther
VAL_MULTITASK
Missing Answer.
VAL_MULTITASK2
‘Anything else (please describe)’ has a response but ‘Yes’ is not selected. Please check your
answer.
mode
Current interview mode
1. Online
2. Telephone
3. Face-to-face
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MODULE 11: ADMIN (INCENTIVES)
IF FieldSerial <> ’’
| VchType
| We have reached the end of the interview. Thank you very much for taking part. To show
| our appreciation for your time we will send you a voucher.
| Which of the following vouchers would you prefer?
| 1. Amazon - sent via e-mail
| 2. Love2Shop - sent by post
IF VchType = 1 AND (CCEmmOK<> 1 and CCEmail2='') AND VchEmail2_Codes<>1
| VchEmail
| We would like to send you the Amazon e-voucher code by e-mail but we do not yet have
an e-| mail address for you.
| Please enter your e-mail address (if you have one).
IF VchType = 1 AND (CCEmmOK<> 1 and CCEmail2=’’) AND VchEmail2_Codes<>1
| VchEmail2
| Re-enter e-mail address.
Val_matchingemails_Error
Please check and amend. The first entry {#VchEmail} and second entry {#VchEmail2} do
not match.
IF VchType = 2
| VchAddOK
| The address we have for you is
{#QI_VchAdd1}{#QI_VchAdd2}{#QI_VchAdd3}{#QI_VchAdd4}{#QI_VchAdd5}{#QI_VchAdd
PC}{#QI_VchAddCo}
| Is this the best address to send the voucher to?
| 1. Yes
| 2. No
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAdd1_Codes = -1
| VchAdd1
| First line
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAdd2_Codes = -1
| VchAdd2
| Second line
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IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAdd3_Codes = -1
| VchAdd3
| Third line
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAdd4_Codes = -1
| VchAdd4
| Town
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAdd5_Codes = -1
| VchAdd5
| County
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAddPC_Codes = -1
| VchAddPC
| Postcode
IF VchAddOK = 2 and VchAddCo_Codes = -1
| VchAddCo
| Country
VAL_VCHAddPage
Please provide at least the first line of the address and the town.
IF VchType > 0
| Voucher
| Final voucher
| 1. Amazon
| 2. Love2Shop
IF VchType > 0
| VchTypeFin
| Final voucher type
| 1. Amazon
| 2. Love2Shop
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